

























































The! immune! system! protects! our! organism! from! harmful! environmental! insults.! Pathogens!
induce!innate!and!adaptive!immune!responses!that!resolve!infection!and!clear!damaged!cells.!A!
tight! balance! between! efficient! elimination! of! the! initial! insult! and! the! containment! of! the!
immune! response,! assures! protection! of! the! organism! as! well! as! the! preservation! of! organ!
integrity.! Disregulation! of! this! system! can! lead! to! devastating! effects! like! tissue! damage! and!
organ! failure! caused! by! excessive! inflammation.! Tissue! components! play! a! pivotal! role! in! the!
regulation! of! immune! responses.! In! order! to! develop! novel! therapeutic! strategies! for! the!
treatment!of!inflammatory!diseases,!their!properties!have!to!be!incorporated.!Hence,!a!detailed!
understanding! of! mechanisms! by! which! tissue! cells! influence! immune! responses! is!
indispensable.!Recently,!our! lab! identified!Dickkopf:3! ! (Dkk3)! as! an! immune!modulator!mainly!
expressed!by!tissue!cells.!Thus!we!aimed!to!uncover!the!contribution!of!Dkk3!to!tissue!mediated!
immune!modulation!during!inflammation.!
With! the! help! of! a! transgenic! mouse! model! we! investigated! how! antigen:presenting!
keratinocytes!in!the!inflamed!skin!modulate!T!cell!reactivity.!In!these!mice,!keratinocytes!present!
a!myelin!basic!protein! (MBP)!peptide!only!upon!skin! inflammation.! In! the!absence!of! systemic!
MBP! immunization! acute! skin! inflammation! resulted! in! keratinocyte:mediated! activation! of!




expression.! Furthermore,! in# vitro! and! in# vivo! studies! identified! interferon:γ! (IFNγ)! as! a! potent!
regulator!of!Dkk3!expression!in!tissue!cell.!!
Finally,!we! found! that! Dkk3! promotes! the! development! of! renal! fibrosis! in! 2! different!mouse!
models,! indicated! by! decreased! severity! of! fibrosis! in! Dkk3! deficient! mice.! Furthermore,! we!
observed! that! Dkk3! expression! is! induced! in! tubular! epithelial! cells! in! the! course! of! fibrosis!
development.! Less! fibrosis! in!Dkk3!deficient!mice!was! accompanied!by!elevated! levels!of! pro:
inflammatory! cytokines!and! increased!T! cell! infiltration! in! the! respective!kidneys.!Additionally,!
we!observed!an!altered!polarization!of!infiltrating!CD4!T!cells!towards!a!Th1/Treg!phenotype!in!
dkk3+/+!kidneys,!which!came!along!with!decreased!expression!of!Wnt!target!genes!in!these!cells.!







Das! Immunsystem! schützt! unseren! Organismus! vor! schädlichen! Einflüssen.! Pathogene! induzieren!
Antworten!des!angeborenen!und!des!adaptiven! Immunsystems,! !welche!die! Infektion! !eindämmen!
und! beschädigte! Zellen! beseitigen.! Ein! ausgewogenes! Gleichgewicht! zwischen! der! effizienten!
Beseitigung!des!Erregers!auf!der!einen!Seite!und!der!Begrenzung!der!Immunantwort!auf!der!anderen!
Seite,!gewährleistet!den!Schutz!des!Organismus!und!die!Erhaltung!der!Organintegrität.!Dysregulation!
dieses! Systems! kann! zu! verheerenden! Auswirkungen,! wie! Gewebszerstörung! und! Organversagen!
durch! eine! ausufernde! Entzündung,! führen.! Gewebskomponenten! spielen! bei! der! Regulation! von!
Immunantworten! eine! entscheidende! Rolle.! Bei! der! Entwicklung! neuer! therapeutischer! Strategien!
für!die!Behandlung!von!entzündlichen!Erkrankungen!müssen!deren!Eigenschaften!mit!berücksichtigt!
werden.! Deswegen! ist! das! Verständnis! der! Mechanismen,! mit! deren! Hilfe! Gewebszellen!
Immunantworten! beeinflussen,! unabdingbar.! Vor! kurzem! identifizierte! unser! Labor! Dickkopf:3!
(Dkk3)!als!einen!Immunmodulator,!der!von!Gewebszellen!produziert!wird.!!Daher!war!es!unser!Ziel,!
den!Beitrag!von!Dkk3!zur!gewebsvermittelten!Regulation!von!Immunantworten!aufzudecken.!
Mit! Hilfe! eines! transgenen! Mausmodels! haben! wir! untersucht! wie! Antigen:präsentierende!
Keratinozyten! in! der! entzündeten! Haut! T:Zell! Reaktivität! modulieren! können.! In! diesen! Mäusen!
präsentieren! Keratinocyten! unter! Entzündungseinfluss! ein! Peptid! des! Myelin! Basisches! Proteins!
(MBP).! In! Abwesenheit! einer! systemischen!MBP! Immunisierung,! führte! akute! Hautentzündung! zu!
einer!Keratinozyten:vermittelten!Aktivierung!MBP:spezifischer,!enzephalitischer!CD4+!T:Zellen.!Eine!
chronische!Entzündung!führte!jedoch!zu!einer!Limitierung!des!enzephalitischen!Potentials!systemisch!
aktivierter,! MBP:spezifischer! T:Zellen.! In! diesem! Rahmen! war! Dickkopf:3! unverzichtbar! für! die!
Begrenzung!der!T:Zell!Reaktivität.!






defizienten!Mäusen! ging!mit! einem!erhöhten! Level! an!pro:inflammatorischen! Zytokinen!und!einer!
erhöhten! T:Zellinfiltration! in! die! entsprechenden! Nieren,! einher.! Zusätzlich! beobachteten! wir! in!
dkk3+/+!Nieren!eine!veränderte!T:Zell!Polarisation,!hin! zu!einem!Th1/Treg!Phänotypen.!Dies!wurde!
von! einer! verringerten! Expression! von! Wnt! Zielgenen! in! den! entsprechenden! T:Zellen! begleitet.!
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Our& body& is& constantly& exposed& to&many& different& pathogens,& such& as& viruses,& bacteria& or&
fungi.&Yet,&it&evolved&an&entire&system&of&organs&and&cellular&and&soluble&components,&that&is&
able& to&potently& fight& these&threats.&The&most& important&organs&being&part&of& the& immune&
system&are&the&bone&marrow,&the&spleen,&the&thymus&and&lymph&nodes,&all& together&called&
lymphoid& tissues.& All& cells& of& the& immune& system& originate& in& the& bone&marrow& and& arise&
from&a&common&precursor,&a&specialized&hematopoietic&stem&cells&(HSC).&&
The&immune&system&can&be&divided&in&two&branches,&an&innate&and&an&adaptive&arm.&While&




T& and& the& B& cells& and& is& characterized& by& their& highly& specific& receptors& for& antigen&
recognition.&These&antigen&specific&receptors&are&generated&by&random&gene&recombination,&
called& VDJ& joining.& This& process& results& in& a& theoretical& repertoire& of& more& than& 1011&
specificities.&Hence,&the&adaptive&immune&system&is&able&to&recognize&virtually&every&possible&
antigen.&&&
The&antigen&specific&receptor&on&T& lymphocytes& is&called&the&T&cell& receptor&(TCR).&This& is&a&












bind& an& antigen& in& an& intracellular& location& and& deliver& it& to& the& cell& surface& where& the&
combined& ligand& can& be& recognized& by& a& T& cell.& CD4+& and& CD8+& T& cell& subsets& recognize&
antigens& presented& by& different& classes& of& MHC& molecules.& While& CD8& T& cell& exclusively&
recognize&peptides&bound&to&MHC&class&I&molecules,&MHC&class&II&can&only&present&peptides&
to&CD4&T& cells.& The&MHC&class& I& consists&of& two&polypeptide& chains.& The&αNchain& spans& the&
membrane&and&contains&the&peptideNbinding&groove.&This&αNchain&is&nonNcovalently&linked&to&
the&smaller&β2Nmicroglobulin.&These&MHC&class&I&complexes&bind&peptideNantigens&originating&




MHC& class& I&molecules& can&be& found&on& virtually& every& cell& type& in& the&body,&MHC& class& II&
expression& is& mainly& found& on& specialized& antigen& presenting& cells& (APCs).& T& cell& receptor&
engagement,&via&interaction&with&an&MHCNpeptide&complex,&leads&to&activation,&proliferation&




Figure& 1.1& Structural& composition& of&MHC& class& I& and& II& complexes.& The&MHC& class& I& complex& consists& of& a&
membrane&spaning&aNchain&and&a&nonNcovalently&linked&ß2&microglobulin.&The&petide&binding&groove&is&located&








Progenitor& T& cells,& lacking& expression&of& CD4&and&CD8& (described& as&double&negative,&DN),&
enter& the& cortex& of& the& thymus& at& the& corticoNmedullary& junction.& Initially,& the& TCRβ& and,&







termed& doubleNnegative& (DN)& thymocytes.& DN& thymocytes& can& be& further& subdivided& into& four& stages& of&




The& fate& of& the&DP& thymocytes& depends& on& signalling& that& is&mediated& by& interaction& of& the& TCR&with& these&
selfpeptide–MHC& ligands.& Too& little& signalling& results& in& delayed& apoptosis& (death& by& neglect).& Too& much&
signalling&can&promote&acute&apoptosis&(negative&selection);&this&is&most&common&in&the&medulla&on&encounter&
with& strongly& activating& selfNligands& on& haematopoietic& cells,& particularly& dendritic& cells.& The& appropriate,&
intermediate&level&of&TCR&signalling&initiates&effective&maturation&(positive&selection).&Thymocytes&that&express&
TCRs&that&bind&selfNpeptide–MHCNclassNI&complexes&become&CD8&T&cells,&whereas&those&that&express&TCRs&that&






molecules,& in& a&process& called&positive& selection& (Anderson,&Owen&et& al.& 1994).&Only& the&T&
cells&with&a&proper&TCR,&able&to&recognize&selfNMHC&molecules,&get&a&survival&signal&and&are&
positively&selected&(Zinkernagel&and&Doherty&1974,&Kisielow&1988).&An&estimated&90N95%&of&
DP& T& cells& that& are& not& able& to& bind& to& the& available& MHC& complexes& undergo& death& by&
neglect&(Huesmann,&Scott&et&al.&1991).&
Random&recombination&also&generates&TCRs&with&affinities&for&antigens&present& in&the&own&
body,& so& called& selfNantigens.& T& cells& bearing& such& TCRs& (autoNreactive)& are& deleted& before&
they& escape& the& thymus& to& avoid& selfNdestructive& T& cell& responses& in& the& periphery.& This&
process& is&described&as&negative& selection&or&clonal&deletion&and& takes&place& in& the& thymic&




antigens& expressed& by& mTECs& represent& virtually& all& the& parenchymal& organs,& thereby&




























into& different& T& helper& subsets.& The&microenvironment& present& during& CD4& T& cell& priming&
determines&its&fate.&This&is&mainly&influenced&by&the&priming&DCs&but&can&also&be&influenced&
by& other& cells,& including& tissue& cells& like& for& example& keratinocytes& in& the& skin& (Soumelis,&
Reche& et& al.& 2002).& Differentiation& into& different& effector& subsets& is& accompanied& by& the&
expression&of&different&transcription&factors,&the&master&regulators&of&linage&commitment.&
In& the& following,& the& most& important& subtypes& are& discussed.& In& a& simplified& model,&




cell& will& differentiate& into& an& effector& Th17& cell.& Th17& cells& are& further& supported& by& the&
cytokine& ILN23.& During& the& process& of& differentiation,& signaling& via& STAT& molecules& is&
important& (Figure&1.2).&However,& these&differentiation&processes&are& characterized&by&high&
flexibility&and&plasticity.&T&cells,&which&have&differentiated&into&a&one&particular&subtype,&can&








Th17& effector& cells.& Cytokines& present& in& the& environment& during& differentiation& play& the& major& role& in&
determining&the&phenotype&that&the&CD4+&T&cell&will&acquire.&Two&other&CD4+&T&cell&subsets&include&regulatory&T&
cells&(Treg)&and&T&follicular&helpercells&(Tfh).&Due&to&cellular&plasticity&differentiated&effector&CD4+&T&cells&may&









13.& ILN4& functions& as& autocrine& driver& of& GATA& 3& expression& and& thus& stabilizes& linage&
commitment.& These& cells& are& critical& during& infection& by& extracellular& pathogens& such& as&
extracellular&bacteria& and&helminthes.& ILN4& and& ILN13&are& crucial& in& the&development&of& IgE&
antibody& responses& (Poulsen& and& Hummelshoj& 2007)& and& ILN5& activates& eosinophiles.&





Th17& cells& express& the& transcription& factor& RORγT& and& produce& the& cytokines& ILN17& and&













Negative& selection& of& autoNreactive& T& cells& in& the& thymus& as& well& thymic& generation& of&
regulatory&T&cells&work&together&to&build&up&central&tolerance,&one&mechanism&to&avoid&the&
induction&of&autoNreactive&T&cell& responses.&However,&since&not&all&autoNreactive&T&cells&are&




redundancy& in& the& system,& autoimmune& diseases& develop.& If& initiated,& autoimmune&
responses& lead& to& the&destruction&of& tissue.& This& is&mediated&either&directly&by& cytotoxic& T&
cells&or&with&the&help&of&inflammatory&cytokines&and&chemokines&that&attract&other&immune&
cells,&which&accumulate& in& the&affected&organ&and& lead& to&a&pathogenic& inflammation&with&
tissue&destruction&(Pierson,&Simmons&et&al.&2012).&
How&autoimmune&disorders&are&initiated&remains&so&far&unclear.&It&was&suggested&that&autoN
reactive& T& cells& are& stimulated& by& DCs& that& took& up& selfNantigen& from& apoptotic& cells.& In&
parallel,&this&DC&would&have&to&be&infected&with&a&virus&or&bacterium&in&order&to&be&activated&
by& danger& signals& and& to& be& able& to& stimulate& the& autoNreactive& T& cell& and& to& initiate& an&




also& with& environmental,& geographical,& and& genetic& factors,& and& appear& to& be& increasing&
especially& in& the& western& world& (Willer& and& Ebers& 2000).& The& exact& etiology& still& remains&
unknown.&
Research&over&the&last&decades&revealed&that&Th1&and&Th17&cells&probably&play&a&pivotal&role&
in& initiating& autoimmune& diseases,& whereas& regulatory& T& cells& and& Th2& cells& are& able& to&
dampen& or& even& prevent& disease& development& (Barcala& Tabarrozzi,& Castro& et& al.& 2013).&
Therefore,&many&therapies&aim&to&increase&Treg&cell&numbers&or&their&activity&(Haque,&Lei&et&
al.&2012),&or&redirect&Th1/Th17&responses&to&a&less&damaging&Th2&response&(Mouzaki,&Deraos&
et&al.& 2005,&Hassan,& Sliem&et&al.& 2012).&A& lot&of& this& insight&was&gained&by& studying&animal&
models.&Such&animal&models&of&T&cell&mediated&autoimmune&disease&have&been&generated&
for& a& multitude& of& autoimmune& diseases& including& Type& I& diabetes& (Boitard& 2012),&
autoimmune& rheumatoid& arthritis& (Komatsu& and& Takayanagi& 2012)& and& multiple& sclerosis&
(Furlan,&Cuomo&et&al.&2009)&
Experimental&autoimmune&encephalitis&(EAE)&is&a&frequently&used&experimental&model&for&T&
cell& mediated& autoimmunity.& This& mouse& model& reflects& the& human& disease& of& multiple&
sclerosis.& In& this& model& activated,& autoNreactive& CD4& T& cells& traffic& to& the& central& nervous&
system&(CNS)&where&they&initiate&a&tissue&destructive&immune&response.&&EAE&is&initiated&by&




the& myelin& basic& protein& (MBP)& and& myelin& oligodendrocyte& glycoprotein& (MOG).&
Alternatively,&in&vitro&activated&transgenic&T&cells&with&specificities&for&the&above&mentioned&
antigens&can&be&transferred&for&disease&induction.&After&priming&of&autoNreactive&CD4&T&cells&
by& immunization,& effector& cells& traffic& to& the& CNS& where& they& are& reNprimed& by& tissue&
resident& APCs& and& subsequently& conduct& their& effector& function& (Kivisakk,& Imitola& et& al.&
2009).&Main& effector& cells& in& this& pathological& situation& are& Th1& und& Th17& cells.& Cytokines&
related& to& these& T& cell& linages& have& been& implicated& to& be& crucial& for& disease& initiation.&







Therefore,& the& immune& response& is& enforced& and& leads& to& the& destruction& of&
oligodendrocytes& (Hartung& and& Rieckmann& 1997).& The& consequence& is& demyelination& and&
axonal& loss& (Slavin,& KellyNModis& et& al.& 2010).& An& obvious& signs& of& this& tissue& destruction& is&








The& efficacy& and& the& selfNcontainment& of& inflammatory& responses& are& essential& to& protect&
against& the& primary& insult& and& to& preserve& organ& integrity.& For& a& long& time,& the& immune&
system&was& regarded&as&an& isolated,& selfNregulating&system&that& independently&assures& the&
balance&between&these&two&essential&requirements.&Tissues&were&considered&only&as&passive&
victims,&building&up&the&framework&for&immunological&processes.&&&
However,& in& the& last& few& years& it& became& clear& that& tissue& cells& play& an& active& role& in&
designating&the&course&of&immune&responses&via&a&tightly&regulated&crosstalk&with&cells&of&the&
innate&and&adaptive&immune&system.&The&observation&that&the&type&and&strength&of&immune&
responses& depend&on& the& local&microenvironment& of& a& given& tissue& (Alferink,& Aigner& et& al.&
1999,& Matzinger& 2007)& has& fostered& investigations& on& the& contribution& of& various& tissueN
specific& components& to& the& resulting& immune& response.& For& example,& hepatocytes& in& the&
liver& (Bottcher,& Knolle& et& al.& 2011)& as& well& as& oligodendrocytes& in& the& brain& (Balabanov,&
Strand&et&al.&2007,&Na,&Hermann&et&al.&2012)&were&shown&to&influence&immune&responses&in&
the& respective& organs,& contributing& to& the& balance& between& tolerance& and& immunity.&







and&barrier& function&of& the&epidermis.& By& virtue&of& their& anatomical& location,& they& are& the&
first&cells&which&come&in&contact&with&external&stimuli&and&thus&build&up&a&first&line&of&defence&
against&environmental&insults&like&pathogens,&UV&irradiation,&chemical&agents&or&mechanical&
stress.& In& the& last& few& years,& it& has& become& clear& that& they& play& an& important& role& in& the&
initiation&and&perpetuation&of&innate&and&adaptive&immune&responses&in&the&skin&(Banerjee,&
Damodaran&et& al.& 2004).& This& immuneNmodulatory& capacity&was& shown& to&be&mediated&by&
numerous&molecular&mechanisms.&&
Keratinocytes& are& able& to& trigger& the& early& phase& of& immune& responses& by& attraction& and&




to& express& Fc& receptors& such& as& FcgRI,& FcgRII,& and& FcgRIII& (Tigalonowa,& Bjerke& et& al.& 1990,&
Cauza,& Grassauer& et& al.& 2002)& as& well& as& complement& receptors,& mannose& receptors&
(Szolnoky,&BataNCsorgo&et& al.& 2001)& and&other&molecules& that&potentially& contribute& to& the&
process&of&internalization&such&as&the&α5ß1&fibronectin–binding&integrin&(Pellegrini,&De&Luca&
et& al.& 1992).& Binding& to& these& receptors& results& in& effective& endocytosis& and& subsequent&
killing& of& bacteria,& fungi,& and& viruses,& as& documented& for& a& variety& of& pathogens& (Csato,&
Bozoky&et&al.&1986,&Szolnoky,&BataNCsorgo&et&al.&2001,&Kisich,&Howell&et&al.&2007).&In&addition,&





al.& 2006,& Lebre,& van& der& Aar& et& al.& 2007).& TLR& expression& can& be& further& upNregulated& by&
certain&pathogens&and&pathogen&derived&products&(Pivarcsi,&Bodai&et&al.&2003).&Additionally,&
it& has& been& documented& that& keratinocytes& express& other& intracellular& receptors& that&
recognize&conserved&molecular&patterns,& like&nucleotide&oligomerization&domain&(NOD)Nlike&
receptors.&Both&NOD&1&and&2& seem& to&be& constitutively&present& in& these& cells& (Harder&and&
Nunez&2009).&CNtype&lectins&comprise&another&group&of&such&receptors&that&may&have&a&role&
in&epidermal&recognition&of&microbes&(Lee,&Shin&et&al.&2009,&de&Koning,&RodijkNOlthuis&et&al.&
2010).& Expression& of& family& members& of& the& RIGNlike& helicase& receptors& that& are& able& to&
detect&viral& singleNstranded&RNA&and&doubleNstranded&RNA,&was&detected&on&keratinocytes&




chemotactic& mediators,& such& as& ILN8,& CCL2,& CCL20,& CCL27,& CXCL16,& CXCL9,& and& CXCL10&
(Pivarcsi,&Bodai&et&al.&2003,&Kollisch,&Kalali&et&al.&2005,&Miller,&Sorensen&et&al.&2005,&Lebre,&van&
der&Aar&et&al.&2007,&Lee,&Shin&et&al.&2009,&Niebuhr,&Baumert&et&al.&2010)&as&well&as&cytokines&
like& tumor& TNFα,& type& I& interferons,& ILN1α/ß,& ILN6,& ILN18,& defensins,& cathelicidin& and& thymic&




al.& 2009).& Secretion& of& these& molecules& by& keratinocytes& promotes& recruitment& of&
neutrophils,&monocytes,&dendritic&cells&and&various&subsets&of&lymphocytes&to&the&epidermis&
and& their& activation& (GutowskaNOwsiak& and& Ogg& 2012).& In& addition& to& the& production& of&
soluble&mediators,&it&was&demonstrated&that&keratinocytes&are&able&to&activate&skin&resident&
innate&lymphocytes&in&a&cell&contact&dependent&manner,&after&barrier&disruption.&In&response&
to&mechanical& stress,& keratinocytes&were& shown& to&upNregulate& the& expression&of& RaeN1,& a&
membrane&bound&NKG2D& ligand,&which& in& turn&activates&cytokine&production&by&γδ&T&cells&
(Strid,&Tigelaar&et&al.&2009).&&
Additive& to& their& role& as& immune& sentinels& of& the& skin& and& their& properties& in&modulating&
early&innate&responses,&keratinocytes&were&shown&to&be&able&to&influence&adaptive&immune&
responses& by& various& means& by& affecting& professional& APCs& in& the& skin& (Figure& 1.1).& As&
already&mentioned& before,& the& activation& of& pattern& recognition& pathways& by& stimulation&
with& pathogenic& products& results& in& the& induction& of& chemokines& and& cytokines,& which&
influence& APCs.& For& example,& it& was& documented& that& keratinocyte& derived& GMNCSF&
promotes& DC& differentiation& and& their& ability& to& stimulate& naïve& T& cells& (Pastore,& FanalesN
Belasio&et&al.&1997).&Furthermore,&murine&models&imply&that&ILN1α&produced&by&keratinocytes&
modulates& class& II& expression& and& function&of& Langerhans& cells& (Lundqvist& and&Back& 1990).&
Keratinocytes& also& express& TNFα,& which& seems& to& be& further& induced& by& exposure& to&
lipopolysaccharide&(Kock,&Schwarz&et&al.&1990).&Additionally,&an&effect&of&keratinocyte&derived&
TNFα&on&induction&of&Langerhans&cell&migration&and&their&accumulation&in&the&lymph&nodes&
was& reported& (Cumberbatch& and& Kimber& 1995).& This& cytokine& has& been& showed& to& be&
involved& in& the& generation& of& immature& Langerhans& cells& from& their& precursors& & (Arrighi,&
Soulas&et&al.& 2003).&Moreover,& keratinocytes& that& sense& the&presence&of& viral&products&are&
able&to&induce&DC&maturation&in&a&TNFα/ILN1ß&dependent&mode&(Lebre,&Antons&et&al.&2003).&
By& conditioning& APCs,& keratinocytes& were& shown& to& be& able& to& influence& the& linage&
commitment& of& T& cells.& For& example,& the& secretion& of& thymic& stromal& lymphopoetin& by&
keratinocytes&instructs&DCs&to&induce&T&helper&2&(Th2)&cell&differentiation&thereby&promoting&


















In& contrast,& keratinocytes& are& also& capable& of& directing& T& cell& differentiation& toward& a& Th1&
phenotype,& by& inducing& IFNγ& release& from& T& cells,& monocytes& and& macrophages.& For&
example,& ILN18& which& is& constitutively& expressed& by& keratinocytes& of& the& basal& epidermal&








More& than& 30& years& ago,& it& has& been& demonstrated& that& under& inflammatory& conditions,&
keratinocytes& can& upNregulate& both,& major& histocompatibility& complex& class& I& and& II&
molecules& (Basham,& Nickoloff& et& al.& 1985,& Gaspari& and& Katz& 1988)& as& well& as& various&
molecules& required& for& effective& MHC& peptide& loading& (Albanesi,& Cavani& et& al.& 1998).&
Moreover,&they&were&shown&to&express&coNstimulatory&molecules& like&B7.1&(Nengwen,&Li&et&
al.&2009),&ICAM&and&CD80&upon&inflammatory&stimulation&(Little,&Metcalfe&et&al.&1998,&Black,&
ArdernNJones&et& al.& 2007).&Accordingly,& it&was& suggested& that& keratinocytes&may&activate&T&
cells& by& direct& antigen& presentation.& Early& in# vitro& studies& have& indicated& that& class& II–
mediated& presentation& of& antigens& by& keratinocytes& only& results& in& tolerance& or& anergy& of&
naive&T&cells&(Gaspari,&Jenkins&et&al.&1988,&Bal,&McIndoe&et&al.&1990,&Otten,&Bor&et&al.&1996),&
probably&due&to&missing&coNstimulation& (Black,&ArdernNJones&et&al.&2007).&However,& further&
studies& reported& that& keratinocytes& preNtreated& with& IFNγ& can& efficiently& stimulate& CD4+&
antigen–specific& T& cells,& that& have& already& encountered& their& cognate& antigen& (Mutis,& De&
Bueger&et&al.&1993,&ArdernNJones,&Black&et&al.&2007,&Black,&ArdernNJones&et&al.&2007).&&
The&mechanisms&that&allow&keratinocytes&to&directly&stimulate&T&cells&have&been&investigated&
in& the& context& of& S.& aureus& exposure& (Strange,& Skov& et& al.& 1994,&ArdernNJones,& Black& et& al.&
2007).& It& was& observed& that& keratinocyteNmediated& activation& of& allogeneic& T& cells& in& the&





cell& cultures& (ArdernNJones,& Black& et& al.& 2007).& The& study& showed& that& soluble& factors,&
particularly& IFNγ,& released& from& immune& cells& following& exposure& to& the& bacteria,& could&
greatly& enhance& the& TNcell& stimulation& capabilities& of& keratinocytes& and& induced& adaptive&
immune&response&to&unrelated&antigens&(Black,&ArdernNJones&et&al.&2007).&Thus&keratinocytes&
seems& to& be& able& to& either& activate& or& tolerize& T& cells& by& direct& antigen& presentation,&
depending&on&their&activation&status.&
Moreover,&there&are&reports&indicating&that,&when&keratinocytes&are&involved&in&stimulating&T&
cells,& a& bias& towards& differential& TNhelper& effector& function& can& be& observed.& For& example&





detected.& For& example,& keratinocytes& have& been& reported& to& directly& activate& T& cells& in&
transgenic& mice& that& constitutively& express& peptide–MHC& conjugates& exclusively& in&
keratinocytes.&Inflammatory&skin&disease&was&observed&in&20N40%&of&mice&that&expressed&the&







(APC).& Direct& contact& between& naïve& T& cells& and& keratinocytes& occurs& mainly& during& the&
neonatal& phase& when& extensive& trafficking& of& T& cells& through& tissues& including& the& skin& is&
observed& (Kimpton,&Washington&et& al.& 1995).& In& contrast,& T& cell&migration& into& the&healthy&
skin&is&limited&during&adulthood&(Mackay&1993),&and&T&cells&can&only&infiltrate&inflammatory&
sites&(Hou&and&Doherty&1993,&Tietz,&Allemand&et&al.&1998,&Wang,&Fujita&et&al.&2010).&&







DickkopfN3& (Dkk3)& is&mainly& expressed& by& tissue& cells& in& immuneNprivileged& sites,& including&
the&hair&follicle&in&the&skin&(Ohyama,&Terunuma&et&al.&2006).&Our&group&has&recently&identified&
Dkk3& as& a& novel& immune& modulator& that& is& capable& to& restrict& T& cell& responses& and&






1,4& and& a& unique& dkk3Nrelated& gene& dkkl1& or& sgy& (Niehrs& 2006).& They& encode& 5& secreted&
glycoproteins&of&250&N&350&amino&acids,&which&share&a&sequence&identity&of&37N50%&(Krupnik,&
Sharp&et&al.&1999,&Barrantes&Idel,&MonteroNPedrazuela&et&al.&2006).&The&Dkk#family&members&




Figure& 1.5& Structural& homology& of& the& Dickkopf& protein& family.&Dkk& proteins& contain& two& highly& conserved&
cysteineNrich&domains&(Cys1&and&Cys2),&which&are&separated&by&a&nonconserved&linker&region&of&variable&length.&
Within&the&Dkk&family,&the&structural&diversity&of&DkkN3&is&pronounced&by&its&larger&protein&size,&a&shorter&linker&









domain& has& a& pattern& of& 10& cysteine& residues& related& to& that& in& proteins& of& the& colipase&
family& (Aravind& and& Koonin& 1998).& Additionally,& structural& analysis& shows& that& Dkks& and&
colipases&have&the&same&disulfideNbonding&pattern&and&a&similar&fold.&The&structure&consists&
of& short&ßNstrands&connected&by& loops&and& is& stabilized&by& the&disulfide&bonds,& resulting& in&
finger&like&structures&that&may&serve&as&interactive&surface&(Niehrs&2006).&&
StructureNfunction& analysis& of& vertebrate& Dkk1,& 2& and& 4& exhibited& that& the& colipase& fold&
domain& alone& is& sufficient& for& their& biological& activity,& the& Wnt& pathway& modulation.&
Colipases&usually&facilitate&the&interaction&of&pancreatic&lipases&with&lipid&micelles,&therefore,&
it&has&been&suggested&that&the&Cys2&domain&may&enable&Dkk&proteins&to&interact&with&lipids&
in&order& to&regulate&Wnt&signalling& (Krupnik,&Sharp&et&al.&1999).&As&already&mentioned,& the&
linker& region& between& the& highly& conserved& domains& Dkk_N& and& colipase& fold& (CysN2)& is&
greatly& variable& between& Dkks.& It& is& remarkably& smaller& in& Dkk3& (12& amino& acids)& when&
compared&to&Dkk&1& ,2&and&4&(50N55&amino&acids).The&dickkopf&proteins&exclusively&carry&NN
glycosylations.&The&mammalian&Dkk1&possesses&one&potential&glycosylation&site&located&close&
to& the& CNterminus& of& the& protein.& Chicken& and& mammalian& Dkk3& display& four& potential&
glycosylation& sites& which& are& not& conserved& among& the& other& Dkks& (Krupnik,& Sharp& et& al.&
1999).& In& addition,& each& Dkk& harbours& various& dibasic& cleavage& sites& (Niehrs& 2006)& which&




between& these& two& proteins& is& most& pronounced& within& the& NNterminal& region& of& Dkk3,&
displayed& as& Sgy& domain,& although& significant& aminoNacid& identities& are& seen& beyond& this&
domain&that&extend&into&the&cysteine&rich&domains&of&Dkk3.&The&residues&shared&by&Sgy&and&
Dkk3& are& poorly& conserved& in& other& Dkks.& Thus& the& two& proteins& are& uniquely& related&
(Krupnik,&Sharp&et&al.&1999).&
By&a&number&of&criteria&dkk3&appears&to&be&a&divergent&member&of&the&Dkk&family.&First&of&all,&
DNA& sequence& comparisons& show& that& vertebrate&dkk1,#2& and&4& are&more& related& to&each&
other&than&they&are&to&dkk3#(Glinka,&Wu&et&al.&1998).&Second,&Sgy,&the&distant&member&of&the&





from& an& ancestral& Dkk3& precursor& Cnidaria.& Hydra& and& Nematostella,& have& two# dkk& genes&
only,&one&related&to&vertebrate&dkk1,#2&and&4&(Guder,&Pinho&et&al.&2006)&and&one&related&to&
vertebrate&dkk3&(Fedders,&Augustin&et&al.&2004).&Human&dkk1,#2&and&4&are&located&within&the&
wellNcharacterized& chromosome& 4/5/8/10& paralogy& group& (dkk1& maps& to& 10q11,& dkk2& to&
4q25& and& dkk4& to& 8p11).& Genes& within& this& paralogy& region& were& duplicated& early& in&
vertebrate&evolution&(Pollard&and&Holland&2000).&In&contrast,&human&dkk3&maps&to&11p15.3,&
which&is&not&part&of&the&same&paralogous&chromosome&group.&&






The& name& Dickkopf& was& assigned& to& this& protein& family& since& its& founding& member& Dkk1&
induced& head& formation& in& Xenopus& embryos& by& its& ability& to& inhibit&Wnt& signaling& during&
early&embryogenesis&(Glinka,&Wu&et&al.&1998).&




least& two,& possibly& three,& pathways& that& employ& 10& Wnt& receptors& of& the& frizzled& seven&
transmembrane&class.&These&are&(1)&the&canonical&Wnt&or&Wnt/βNcatenin&pathway&(Cadigan&
and&Liu&2006),& (2)& the&planar&cell&polarity&pathway&(PCP),&which&does&not& involve&βNcatenin&
but& recruits& small& GTPases& of& the& rho/cdc42& family& to& activate& JNK& and& (3)& the&Wnt/Ca2+&
cascade&that&is&still&controversial&and&may&be&partly&overlapping&with&the&PCP&pathway&(Kohn&
and&Moon&2005)&
Dickkopf& proteins& specifically& modulate& the& well& characterized& and& highly& conserved&





Independent& from& Wnt/ßNcatenin& signaling,& most& of& the& cellular& βNcatenin& is& bound& to&
cadherins&and&αNcatenin,&forming&intercellular&adherent&junctions&(Jamora&and&Fuchs&2002).&
In& the& inactive& state& of& the& canocial& Wnt& pathway,& thus& in& absence& of& Wnt& ligands,& free&
cytoplasmic&βNcatenin&is&bound&to&its&destruction&complex&consisting&of&casein&kinase&1&(CK1),&the&
tumor& suppressor& gene&product& adenomatous&polyposis& coli& (APC),&Axin& and/or& its& homologue&
Axin2& (also& termed& conductin),& the& glycogen& synthase& kinase& 3β& (GSK3β)& and& other& auxiliary&
proteins.& Priming& phosphorylation& of& βNcatenin& at& Ser& 45& by& CK1& allows& subsequent&
phosphorylation& at& Thr& 41,& Ser& 37& and& Ser& 33& throughout& GSK3β.& Phosphorylation& of& the& two&
latter&amino&acids&triggers&βNcatenin&ubiquitination&by&the&βNtransducin&repeat&containing&protein&





Figure& 1.6& & Canonical&Wnt& signaling& pathway.&In& the&absence&of&Wnt& signalling& (left&panel),&βNcatenin& is& in&a&
complex&with&axin,&APC&and&GSK3N,&and&gets&phosphorylated&and&targeted&for&degradation.&βNCatenin&also&exists&
in&a&cadherinNbound&form&and&regulates&cell–cell&adhesion.& In&the&presence&of&Wnt&signalling&(right&panel),&βN






Binding& of& Wnt& ligands& to& Frizzled& receptors& and& essential& coNreceptors& of& the& LDL& receptorN
related& family& (LRP& 5/6)& leads& to& formation& of& a& ternary& complex& and& subsequently& to&
phosphorylation& of& Dishevelled& (Dsh).& The& activated& Dsh& in& turn& destabilizes& the&multiNprotein&
destruction& complex,& impeding& βNcatenin& phosphorylation& and& therefore& enabling& its& cytosolic&
accumulation.&Stabilized&βNcatenin&translocates&to&the&nucleus,&where&it&replaces&transcriptional&
repressors,& such& as& groucho,& from& transcription& factors& of& the& lymphoid& enhancerNbinding&
factor/TNcell& factor& (LEF/TCF)& family,&allowing&transcriptional&activation&of&Wnt/βNcatenin&target&
genes,&such&as&cNmyc&and&cyclin&D1&(Figure&1.6,&right&panel)&&(Lustig&and&Behrens&2003).&&
DkkN1& and& DkkN4& share& the& ability& to& inhibit& canonical&Wnt/βNcatenin& signaling& via& binding& on&
LRP5/6&and&Kremen&coNreceptors.&Several&mechanisms&for& inhibition&of&canonical&WntNpathway&
by&Dkk1&have&been&proposed.&In&the&absence&of&Kremen&coNreceptors&(Krm)&Dkk1&is&able&to&bind&
to& LPR6& and& thus& blocking& directly& the& formation& of& the&WntNLRP5/6NFrizzled& ternary& complex&
(Figure& 1.7& b)& (Semenov,& Tamai& et& al.& 2001).& Krm1/2& greatly& potentiates& the& ability& of&Dkk1& to&
block& Wnt& signaling.& Krm2& forms& a& ternary& complex& with& Dkk1& and& LRP6,& and& induces& rapid&
endocytosis& and& removal& of& LRP6& from& the&plasma&membrane& thus&preventing& indirectly&WntN
LRP5/6NFrizzled& ternary&complex& formation&and& further& signaling& (Figure&1.7&c)& (Mao,&Wu&et&al.&
2002).&While&Dkk1&acts&as&a&pure&inhibitor&of&Wnt/bNcatenin&signaling,&Dkk2&can&either&activate&or&
inhibit&the&pathway,&depending&on&the&cellular&context.&At&low&LRP6&doses&Dkk2&would&compete&







Frizzled& and& LRP6,& which& promotes& stabilization& of& bNcatenin,& thereby& activating& the& pathway.& (b,& c)& Dkk1&





Besides& their& role& in& Wnt/ßNCatenin& pathway& modulation,& Dkk& proteins& show& distinct& and&
elevated& expression& patterns& in& tissues& that& mediate& mesenchymeNepithelial& transitions,&
indicating& that& they&may&participate& in& the&development&of& the&heart,& tooth,&hair& follicles,& limb&
and& bone& (Monaghan,& Kioschis& et& al.& 1999).& In& Xenopus& embryos& Dkk1& is& expressed& in& the&
Spemann& organizer& region& and& is& essential& for& head& development& (Glinka,&Wu& et& al.& 1998).& In&
rodents&Dkk1&is&essential&for&head&development&and&is&involved&in&distal&limb&patterning&as&well&
as& (Mukhopadhyay,& Shtrom&et& al.& 2001)&osteoblast& and& cardiac&myocyte&proliferation& (Kawano&
and&Kypta&2003).&&




As& well& as& the& other& members& of& the& Dickkopf& family,& Dkk3& is& expressed& during& vertebrate&
development&in&many&organs.&Additionally,&it&has&been&reported&to&be&significantly&expressed&in&














as& in& endothelial& colonyNforming& cells& (ECFC)& where& it& is& coNlocalized&with& the& von&Willebrand&
Factor& in& Eibel& Palade& Bodies.& In& these& cells,& Dkk3& secretion& is& shown& to& be& upNregulated& in&




In& addition,& megacaryocytes& and& platlets& are& shown& to& express& Dkk3.& Intracellularly,& it& is&
colocalized&with&the&vascular&endothelial&growth&factor& (VEGF)& in&αNgranules.&This&expression& is&
exhibited& to& be& increased& in& patients& with& myeloproliferative& neoplasems& (MPN)& (Medinger,&





While&early& reports&point&out& that&Dkk3&does&not& influence&Wnt/ßNCatenin& signalling&and&does&
not&interfere&with&the&LRP5/6&as&well&as&the&Kremen&(Krm)&receptors&(Mao,&Wu&et&al.&2002),&later&
studies&revealed&that&Dkk3&is&an&ligand&for&the&Kremen&receptors&Krm1&and&Krm2&and&potentiates&
Wnt& signaling& via& this& interaction& (Nakamura& and&Hackam&2010).& Additionally,& Dkk3&may& have&
distinct& roles& in& regulating&Wnt& pathway& depending& on& the& cell& types& examined.& For& example,&






2013)& as& well& as& in& apopstosis& regulation& in& glioma& cells& (Li,& Shen& et& al.& 2013)& and& breast&
carcinogenesis& (Xiang,& Li& et& al.& 2013).& However,& the& precise& role& of& Dkk3& in&modulation& of& the&
Wnt/βNcatenin&pathway&remains&still&elusive.&&
Dkk3& is&also&known&as&”REIC”& (Reduced&Expression& in& Immortalized&Cells)& (Tsuji,&Miyazaki&et&al.&
2000),& since& it& has& been& proposed& to& act& as& tumor& suppressor.& Dkk3& has& been& claimed& to& be&
downNregulated& in&a&broad&range&of& tumors,& including&hepatocellular&carcinoma,& lymphoblastic&
leukemia,&prostate&cancer,&renal&cell&carcinoma,&lung&carcinoma,&melanoma,&ovarian&cancer&and&
neuroblastoma&(Lodygin,&Epanchintsev&et&al.&2005,&Koppen,&AitNAissa&et&al.&2008).&Lack&of&Dkk3&








Although& hypermethylation& of& Dkk3& correlates& with& certain& cancers& (RomanNGomez,& JimenezN
Velasco& et& al.& 2004,& Lodygin,& Epanchintsev& et& al.& 2005),& the& physiological& relevance& of& altered&
Dkk3&expression&in&tumors&and&its&potential&growth&inhibitory&effect&are&unknown.&In&contrast&to&
reports& considering& Dkk3& as& tumorsupressor,& Dkk3& deficient& mice& show& no& enhanced&
tumorigenesis&(Barrantes&Idel,&MonteroNPedrazuela&et&al.&2006).&Additionally&it&has&been&shown,&
that&knockdown&of&Dkk3&induces&apoptosis&in&lung&adenocarcinoma&(Jung,&Kang&et&al.&2010)&and&
alterations& at& the& dkk3& gene& locus& is& related& with& lower& lymph& node& metastasis& and& better&





Our& group& showed& just& recently& that& Dkk3& was& expressed& in& a& CD8& regulatory& T& cell&
population& (but& not& in& naïve& and& activated& TN& cells)& that& was& crucial& for& the&mediation& of&
peripheral&tolerance.&This&observation&was&made&in&a&system&in&which&the&MHCNI&antigen&Kb&
was& expressed& on& keratinocytes& in& mice& transgenic& for& a& KbNspecific& DesNT& cell& receptor&
inducing& a& state& of& peripheral& tolerance& (Alferink,& Tafuri& et& al.& 1998).& Remarkably& after&
introduction& of& a& null& mutation& of& Dkk3,& Des.KerKb& mice& were& no& longer& tolerant&
(Papatriantafyllou,&Moldenhauer&et&al.&2012)&
Additionally,& after& genetic& deletion& or& blocking& of& Dkk3& by& a& monoclonal& antibody,& mice&
bearing& induced& autoimmune& encephalomyelitis& (EAE)& were& shown& to& develop& a& more&










Tissue& injury& provokes& inflammation& by& creating& proNinflammatory& niches& in& which& the&
concentration&gradients&of&chemotactic&cytokines&provide&a&directional&signal&for&guiding&the&
infiltration&of&inflammatory&cells&to&the&injured&sites&(Chung&and&Lan&2011).&Renal&fibrosis&is&





















the& tubule,& which& consists& of& the& proximal& convoluted& tubule,& the& loop& of& Henle& and& the&
distal&convoluted&tubule.&An&intricate&countercurrent&system&forms&a&high&osmotic&gradient&
in& the& renal& medulla& that& concentrates& the& filtrate.& The& tubular& epithelial& cells& reabsorb&
water,& small& proteins,& amino& acids,& carbohydrates& and& electrolytes,& thereby& regulating&
plasma& osmolality,& extracellular& volume,& blood& pressure& and& acid–base& and& electrolyte&
balance.&NonNreabsorbed&compounds&pass&from&the&tubular&system&into&the&collecting&ducts&












core& set& of& fibrogenic& events& that& result& in& the& ultimate& destruction& and& loss& of& renal&
parenchyma&and&endNstage&renal&failure.&&
As& already& pointed& out,& renal& fibrogenesis& is& considered,& to& be& a& failed& wound& healing&
process& that& occurs& after& the& initial& insults& of& various& injuries& (Wynn& 2008),& for& example&
caused& by& infection,& autoimmune& diseases,& foreign& bodies,& mechanical& stress& or& tumors&
(Wick,&Grundtman&et& al.& 2013).& In& this& regard,& the& cellular& and&molecular& responses& in& the&
injured&kidneys&are&largely&dictated&by&evolutionarily&conserved&defence&programs&of&wound&
healing&in&an&attempt&to&repair&and&recover&from&damage&(Liu&2011).&Almost&all&the&cell&types&









Figure& 1.9& Major& events& in& renal& interstitial& fibrogenesis.& (1)& Peritubular& infiltration& of& inflammatory& cells,&
particularly& T& cells& and& macrophages,& is& an& early& event& that& sets& up& a& fibrogenic& stage.& (2)& Myofibroblast&






Although& inflammation& is& an& integral& part& of& the&host&defence&mechanisms& in& response& to&
injury,& nonNresolving,& chronic& inflammation& is& a&major&driving& force& in& the&development&of&
fibrotic& diseases& (Nathan& and& Ding& 2010).& Following& injury,& infiltrated& inflammatory& cells&
become& activated,& produce&molecules& that& damage& tissues& and& induce& the& production& of&
fibrogenic& cytokines&and&growth& factors& (Duffield&2010,&Vernon,&Mylonas&et&al.&2010).&This&
series& of& events& builds& up& sustained& proNfibrotic& cytokine& pressure& within& the& local&
microenvironment&and&primes&fibroblasts&and&tubular&epithelial&cells&to&undergo&phenotypic&
activation& or& transition& and& to& produce& a& large& amount& of& ECM& components.& Therefore,&
inflammation&after&a&sustained&injury&serves&as&a&primer&that&sets&up&the&fibrogenic&stage&and&
triggers& tissue& fibrogenesis& (Liu& 2011).& Best& characterized& immunological& players& in& this&




activated&T& lymphocytes& into&the&injured&tissue.& In&this&process&CC&(RANTES/CCL5),&CXC&(IPN
10/CXCL10)& chemokines,& macrophage& inflammatory& proteins& (MIPs),& lipid& mediators&
(leukotriene)& and& anaphylatoxic& complement& fragments& play& a& pivotal& role& (Kuroiwa,&
Schlimgen&et&al.&2000).&Functionally,&the&degree&of&tubulointerstitial&fibrosis&is&related&to&the&
number& of& infiltrating& T& cell.& It& was& shown& that& mature& B& and& T& lymphocytes& owing& to& a&
deficiency&of&RAG1,&are&protected&against& fibrosis&after&obstructive& injury& (Tapmeier,&Fearn&
et&al.&2010).&Similarly,&depletion&of&CD4+&T&cells& in&wildNtype&mice&considerably&reduced&the&








may& act& directly& on& renal& fibroblasts& and& pericytes& to& promote& their& migration,& proliferation,& and&
differentiation,& resulting& in& the& accumulation& of& aNSMA+& myofibroblasts,& which& synthesize& and& deposit&
interstitial&matrix.& (2)& T& cells&may& induce& a& profibrotic& phenotype& in& the& infiltrating&macrophage& population,&
which,& in& turn,& secrete& proNproliferative& and& profibrotic& cytokines& and& growth& factors& that& induce& fibroblast&











it& has& been& shown& that& especially& CD4+& cells& of& the& Th2& linage& play& a& pivotal& role& in& the&
development& of& renal& fibrosis.& Cells& with& this& phenotype& were& reported& to& be& the&
predominant&T&cell&subset&in&later&stages&of&renal&fibrosis&after&unilateral&ureteral&obstruction&




CorreaNCosta& et& al.& 2012).& These& findings& in&models& of& kidney& fibrosis& are& supported& by& a&




ILN4& was& shown& to& directly& induce& synthesis& of& extracellular& matrix& proteins,& typ& I& and& II&
collagens&and&fibronectin&in&mouse&and&human&fibroblasts&in&vitro&(Sempowski,&Beckmann&et&
al.&1994,&Doucet,&BroutyNBoye&et&al.&1998)&thereby&being&twice&as&effective&as&TGFNβ&(Fertin,&
Nicolas& et& al.& 1991).& Similarly,& by& using& antibody& blockade& or& genetic& deletion,& ILN13& was&
identified& as& the& dominant& effector& cytokine& in& several& experimental& models& of& fibrosis&












Figure& 1.11& Pathogenesis& of& fibrosis:& Tissue& injuries& caused& by& infection,& foreign& bodies,&mechanical& stress,&
autoimmune&reactions,&or&neoplasia&activate&the& immune&system&and&repair&mechanisms.&Effective&healing& is&





experimental& fibrosis& models& in& other& organs& as& well& as& clinical& studies& revealed& a&
contradictory& role& for& Tregs& in& fibrosis& development.& This& divergent& impact& on& fibrosis&
outcome& may& be& explained& by& the& (im)balance& between& the& degree& of& inflammatory&
response&suppression&and&production&of&proNfibrotic&factors&(Wick,&Grundtman&et&al.&2013).&
On& the&one&hand,& Tregs& produce& large& amounts& of& ILN10,& shown& to&downNregulate& chronic&
inflammation& trough&many&mechanisms& (Moore,& de&Waal&Malefyt& et& al.& 2001).& Consistent&









Cells& of& the& monocyte/macrophage& lineage& are& always& present& and& are& the& predominant&
infiltrating& cell& type& both& in& experimental& models& and& in& human& chronic& kidney& diseases.&
Macrophages&produce&a&wide&variety&of&different&cytokines,&chemokines&and&growth&factors,&




deposition& and& other& fibrotic& processes& (Eddy& 1995).& However,& a& significant& number& of&
reports&noted&an& inverse& correlation&between& the&number&of& interstitial&macrophages&and&
the&degree&of&fibrosis,&especially&at&the&later&stage&of&CKD.&Therefore&macrophages&are&also&
assumed& to& have& a& role& in& the& repair& processes& and& protection& of& the& injured& kidney&
(Cochrane,&Kett&et&al.&2005).&
Macrophages& can& be& functionally& distinguished& into& two& broad& phenotypes& based& on& cell&
surface& markers& and& cytokine& profile& with& different& roles& in& inflammation& and& fibrosis&
(Duffield& 2003,& Lupher& and& Gallatin& 2006).& Classically& activated& (M1)& macrophages& are&




mediate& contrasting& and& complementary& functions& in& tissue& fibrosis.& For& example,& M1&
macrophages& may& induce& apoptosis& of& host& tissue& cells& through& the& release& of& proN




this& process& promoting& differentiation& into&M2&macrophages& (Duffield,&Ware& et& al.& 2001).&
Macrophages& reprogrammed&by& apoptotic& cell& ingestion& or& exposure& to& antiNinflammatory&
cytokines&act&to&dampen&inflammation&by&the&secretion&of&cytokines&such&as&ILN10&and&TGFNβ&
and&appear&to&be&highly&proNfibrogenic&and&contribute&to&tissue&remodeling&where&increased&




2000).& In& contrast,& M1& macrophages& produce& matrix& metalloproteinases& (MMPs)& (Song,&
Ouyang&et&al.&2000)&and&can&also&induce&myofibroblasts&to&produce&MMPs&(Mariani,&Sandefur&
et& al.& 1998)& that& promote& ECM& degradation& and& facilitates& the& resolution& of& fibrosis.&
Furthermore,& MMPs& may& contribute& to& the& resolution& of& fibrosis& by& stimulating&
myofibroblast&apoptosis&(Iredale,&Benyon&et&al.&1998).&Upar,/,&mice,&which&lack&the&scavenger&
receptor& urokinaseNtype& plasminogen& activator& receptor,& exhibit& increased& myofibroblast&
accumulation&and&fibrosis&that& is&accompanied&with&decreased&macrophage&infiltration&at&a&
late&stage&after&UUO&(Zhang,&Kim&et&al.&2003),&suggesting&that&infiltrating&macrophages&may&
exert& antiNfibrotic& actions&by&affecting& the& size&of& the& interstitial&myofibroblast&population.&
On& the& other& hand,& MMPs& may& induce& basement& membrane& injury& and& promote& renal&
fibrosis& (Cheng& and& Lovett& 2003).& It& is& of& interest& that& early& inhibition&of&MMP2&activity& in&
experimental& allograft& nephropathy& ameliorated& fibrosis& whereas&MMP2& inhibition& in& the&
setting&of&established&fibrosis&resulted&in&more&severe&allograft&nephropathy&(Lutz,&Yao&et&al.&
2005).& Thus,& stimulation&of& the&production&of&MMPs&by&M1&macrophages&during& the& later&
stages&of&fibrosis&may&shift&the&equilibrium&towards&degradation&and&play&an&important&antiN
fibrotic& role.& Macrophage& depletion& during& progressive& inflammatory& fibrosis& ameliorated&
scarring& and& reduced& myofibroblast& numbers& whilst& macrophage& depletion& during& the&









kidney& injury& leads& to& the& activation& of&matrixNproducing& cells,&which& is& a& central& event& in&
renal& fibrogenesis.& Although&many& cell& types& in& the& tubulointerstitium& such& as& fibroblasts,&
tubular& epithelial& cells,& vascular& smooth& muscle& cells& and& a& subset& of& macrophages,& are&
capable& of& producing& ECM,& fibroblasts& are& commonly& regarded& as& the& principal& matrixN
producing& cells& that& generate& a& large& amount& of& interstitial& matrix& components,& including&
fibronectin&and&type&I&and&type&III&collagens.&Activated&fibroblasts&in&diseased&kidneys&often&
express& α& smooth& muscle& actin& (αSMA),& and& are& also& referred& to& as& myofibroblasts& (Liu&
2011).& In&this&context,&one&of&the&fundamental& issues& in&the&field& is&to&delineate&the&origin,&





Figure&1.12&Multiple&origins&of&myofibroblasts&have&been&proposed& in& renal& fibrosis.&Myofibroblasts&can&be&
derived&from&at&least&five&different&sources&through&various&mechanisms:&phenotypic&activation&from&interstitial&
fibroblasts;&differentiation&from&vascular&pericytes;& recruitment& from&circulating& fibrocytes;&capillary&EndoMT;&
and& tubular& EMT.& The& relative& contribution& of& each& source& to& the& myofibroblast& pool& in& renal& fibrosis& is&
controversial.&Conceivably,&local&activation&of&resident&fibroblasts&remains&the&major&route&for&the&generation&of&





At& least& five& different& sources,& with& diverse& mechanisms,& have& been& proposed& as&
contributors& to& the& myofibroblast& pool& in& diseased& kidneys& (Figure& 1.12).& These& include&
activation& of& interstitial& fibroblasts,& differentiation& of& pericytes,& phenotypic& conversion& of&
tubular&epithelial&cells&and&endothelial&cells&and&recruitment&of&circulating&fibrocytes&(Barnes&
and& Gorin& 2011).& The& relative& contribution,& and& even& the& existence,& of& each& particular&
myofibroblastNgenerating& pathway& to& renal& fibrosis& is& a& matter& of& debate& and& is& highly&
controversial&(Liu&2011).&
Historically,& matrixNproducing& myofibroblasts& were& assumed& to& derive& from& resident&
fibroblasts&by&activation&after&renal&injury&(Hewitson&2009).&Although&this&concept&has&been&
challenged,& it& remains& largely& authenticated& (Strutz& and&Muller& 2006,& Grande& and& LopezN
Novoa& 2009).& The& majority& of& myofibroblasts& could& conceivably& originate& from& local&
activation&and&proliferation&of& interstitial&fibroblasts& in&the&injured&kidneys.& In&normal&adult&
kidneys,& fibroblasts& are& situated& in& the& interstitial& space& between& the& capillaries& and& the&
epithelia& and& form&a&network& throughout& the& renal& parenchyma,& thereby& stabilizing& tissue&
architecture&(Kaissling&and&Le&Hir&2008).&Morphologically,&these&cells&are&stellate&shaped&and&
exhibit& abundant& rough& endoplasmic& reticulum,& collagenNsecreting& granules& and& actin&
filaments.& They& possess& multiple& cell& processes,& which& connect& them& to& the& tubular& and&
capillary& basement&membranes& (Kaissling& and& Le&Hir& 2008).&Upon& activation& by& profibrotic&
cytokines& and& mechanical& stress,& fibroblasts& acquire& a& myofibroblast& phenotype& by&





space& in& diseased& kidneys Several& fibrogenic& growth& factors,& including& platelet& derived&




Secondly,& it& is& suggested& that& vascular& pericytes& are& a& major& source& of& myofibroblasts& in&
fibrotic& kidneys& (Schrimpf& and& Duffield& 2011).& Pericytes& are& a& subset& of& stromal& cells& that&
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partially&cover&capillary&walls,& thereby&stabilizing& the&endothelium.&Following&kidney& injury,&
pericytes& are& detached& from& the& endothelium,& undergo& migration& and& proliferation,& and&
differentiate& into& myofibroblasts& (Lin,& Kisseleva& et& al.& 2008,& Humphreys,& Lin& et& al.& 2010).&
Pericyte&detachment& and&differentiation& into&myofibroblasts&under&pathological& conditions&
not& only& results& in& destabilization& of& the& microvasculature,& but& also& contributes& to&
myofibroblast&activation,&which&leads&to&interstitial&fibrosis&(Kaissling&and&Le&Hir&2008).&
Another&source&of&matrixNproducing&cells&could&be&tubular&epithelium&that&undergoes&EMT,&a&
cell& phenotypic& conversion& process& that& occurs& during& embryonic& development,& tumor&
metastasis&and&organ&fibrosis&(Kalluri&and&Weinberg&2009,&Thiery,&Acloque&et&al.&2009).&Broad&
agreement&exists&that&tubular&epithelial&cells&in#vitro#can&undergo&EMT,&characterized&by&loss&





features& in& the& peripheral& blood& (Herzog& and& Bucala& 2010).& They& are& spindleNshaped& cells&
that& express& the& hematopoietic& cell& marker& CD45& and& are& capable& of& producing& type& I&
collagen&(Wada,&Sakai&et&al.&2011).&Fibrocytes&also&express&certain&chemokine&receptors,&such&
as&CCR7.& In& response& to&kidney& injury,& fibrocytes&mobilize,& infiltrate& renal&parenchyma&and&
participate& in& fibrogenesis.& The& differentiation& of& fibrocytes& is& modulated& by& other&
inflammatory&cells,&such&as&CD4+&T&cells,&through&secreted&cytokines&(Niedermeier,&Reich&et&
al.& 2009).& Profibrotic& cytokines& ILN4& and& ILN13& promote& fibrocyte& differentiation,& whereas&
antifibrotic&cytokines&IFNγ&and&ILN12&inhibit&this&process,&suggesting&that&an&inflamed&milieu&
that& contains& a& complex& mixture& of& cytokines& is& a& major& determinant& of& fibrocyte&
differentiation& (Shao,& Suresh& et& al.& 2008).& The& relative& importance& of& fibrocytes& in& renal&
fibrogenesis& is& controversial.& As& specific& markers& for& these& cells& are& lacking,& clear&
discrimination&of&fibrocytes&from&monocytes,&macrophages,&fibroblasts&and&myofibroblasts&is&
rather& difficult.& Therefore,& results& from& experimental& studies& on& the& involvement& of&
fibrocytes&in&renal&fibrosis&are&inconsistent&(Niedermeier,&Reich&et&al.&2009).&
The& relative& contribution& of& each& lineage& to& the&myofibroblast& pool&might& depend& on& the&






expression& and& synthesis& of& ECM& proteins& by& the& matrixNproducing& cells& is& primarily&
controlled&at& the& level&of&gene& transcription& in& response& to&various&extracellular& fibrogenic&
cues.&Key&fibrogenic& factors& include&TGFNβ1,&PDGF,&FGF2,&CTGF&and&angiotensin& II,&whereas&
hepatocyte& growth& factor& and& bone& morphogenetic& protein& 7& inhibit& the& production& of&





The& concept& that& renal& fibrosis& is& solely& the& result& of& excessive& accumulation& of& matrix&
components&is&simplistic&and&inaccurate.&Whether&fibrosis&itself&actually&causes&kidney&failure&
remains&an&open&question;&after&all,&it&is&the&normal&early&response&to&wound&healing.&Many&
cellular& and&molecular& events& beyond& the& production& of&matrix& components& promote& the&
progression&of&fibrotic&injury&and&are&actually&responsible&for&the&progressive&loss&of&kidney&
function.& In& many& ways,& the& events& that& occur& in& the& progression& phase& determine& the&
reversibility& and&ultimate&outcome&of& renal& fibrogenesis& (Liu&2011).& Tubular& epithelial& cells&
comprise&the&bulk&of&renal&parenchyma&and&are&the&primary&target&of&a&variety&of&metabolic,&
immunologic,& ischemic&and&toxic& insults.&Depending&on&the&severity&and&duration&of& injury,&
tubular& cells& exhibit& a& wide& range& of& responses,& such& as& proliferation,& autophagy,& growth&
arrest,& EMT& and& apoptosis.& In& patients& with& CKD,& the& histopathological& presentation& of&
tubular& damage& is& often& characterized& as& tubular& atrophy.& The& potential& involvement& of&
tubular& epithelia& in& renal& fibrosis& is& illustrated& by& the& preferential& activation& of& major&
inflammatory&and&fibrogenic&signaling&in&renal&tubules&after&injury.&In&response&to&cell&stress&
or& injuries,& NFкB& signaling& is& activated& in& renal& tubular& epithelium,& which& triggers& the&
production& and& release& of& inflammatory& cytokines,& and& initiates& peritubular& inflammation.&
Tubular&epithelial&cells&are&susceptible&to&TGFNβ1,&produced&by&both&the&injured&tubule&and&
the&infiltrating&cells,&and&instigate&a&fibrogenic&program.&In&tubular&epithelial&cells,&sustained&
injury& also& activates&βNcatenin& (He,&Dai& et& al.& 2009,&He,& Kang&et& al.& 2011),&Notch1& (Bielesz,&
Sirin& et& al.& 2010)& and& hypoxiaNinducible& factor& 1& (HIF1)& (Higgins,& Kimura& et& al.& 2007)& all& of&
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which&are&key& intracellular&signaling&mediators& implicated& in&renal& fibrogenesis.&Damage&to&





et&al.&2010).&Tubular& injury&and&atrophy&undoubtedly& impair& tubular& function&and&diminish&
the&effectiveness&of&its&endogenous&protective&mechanisms&(Liu&2011).&
Additionally,&renal&fibrosis&is&typically&associated&with&peritubular&microvascular&contraction,&
particularly& in& the& advanced& stage.& Multiple& mechanisms& could& account& for& the& loss& of&
peritubular& capillaries& in& the& fibrotic& kidneys.& Peritubular& vasculature& is& susceptible& to&
damage& induced& by& apoptosis& of& endothelial& cells& in& advanced& CKD.& Ischemia& and& oxidant&
stress& are& the& known& apoptotic& stimuli& for& endothelial& cells,& which& could& be& a& potential&
mechanism& that& leads& to& rarefaction& of& peritubular& capillaries.& Likewise,& the& integrity& of&
peritubular& capillaries& could& be& impaired& by& endothelial& dysfunction& (Kelly,& Burford& et& al.&
2009,&Venkatachalam,&Griffin&et&al.&2010).&&
Chronic& hypoxia& in& renal& interstitium& is& characteristic& of& advanced& CKD,& and& is& a& common&
pathology& in& patients& with& this& condition& (Fine& and& Norman& 2008,& Mimura& and& Nangaku&
2010).& Several& mechanisms& lead& to& chronic& hypoxia& in& diseased& kidneys,& including&
microvascular&constriction,&decreased&oxygen&diffusion&as&a&result&of& fibrosis&and& increased&
metabolic&demands&of&tubular&cells.&Hypoxia&can&lead&to&tubular&EMT&or&apoptosis,&activate&






advanced&oxidation&protein&products& and&advanced& lipoperoxidation&end&products& (NegreN
Salvayre,&Coatrieux&et&al.&2008).&These&modified&macromolecules&are&not&a&reliable&surrogate&





al.& 2008,& Zhou,& Hou& et& al.& 2009).& In& addition,& the& hypoxic& and& fibrotic& microenvironment&
might&lead&to&perturbed&cellular&signaling&and&induce&epigenetic&modifications,&which&could&








2005).&While,& in& adult& kidney,&Wnt& signaling& seems& to& be& silenced& (Iglesias,& Hueber& et& al.&
2007),& experimental& induction& of& kidney& diseases& leads& to& overexpression& of& diverse&Wnt&
proteins&and&induction&of&ßNcatenin&signalling&(He,&Dai&et&al.&2009).&Several&studies&provided&
that& hyperactive& Wnt/ßNcatenin& signaling& is& detrimental& in& the& glomeruli& and& tubules&
resulting&in&CKD&(Pulkkinen,&Murugan&et&al.&2008).&These&studies&suggest,&that&Wnt&proteins&




kidneys& with& different& dynamics.& Additionally,& most& FZD& receptors& and& Wnt& regulators&
including&Dkk1,&2,&3&and&4&were&induced&in&the&fibrotic&kidneys.&Along&with&this,&accumulation&
of& ßNcatenin& and&upNregulation&of& target& genes& including& cNMyc,& Twist& and& fibronectin&was&
observed.& In& addition,& delivery& of& Dkk1& effectively& inhibited& ßNcatenin& accumulation,&
induction& of& target& genes,& and& myfibroblast& activation& (He,& Dai& et& al.& 2009).& Wnt4& was&
suggested&to&play&a&role&in&the&pathogenesis&of&renal&fibrosis.&Wnt4&expression&was&induced&
throughout& the& collecting& ducts& in& 4& murine& models& of& renal& tubulointerstitial& fibrosis.&
Additionally,& presence& of& the& highest& cellular& Wnt4& expression& coincided& with& interstitial&
fibroblasts&overexpressing&collagen&I&and&αNSMA&mRNA&in&the&fibrotic&lesions.&Furthermore,&








transgenic& mice& expressing& an& oncogenic& form& of& ßNcatenin& suffer& from& severe& polycystic&
lesions& in& the& glomeruli,& proximal& tubules,& distal& tubules,& and& collecting& ducts& soon& after&
birth&(SaadiNKheddouci,&Berrebi&et&al.&2001).&
Collectively,&the&Wnt&pathway&seems&to&be&activated&in&the&fibrotic&kidney.&Furthermore,&its&








al.& 2002,& Coresh,& Selvin& et& al.& 2007)& and& a& considerable& proportion& of& cases& eventually&
progress& to& endNstage& renal& failure.& Numerous& epidemiological& studies& indicate& that& the&
prevalence&of&patients&with&endNstage&renal&disease&is&increasing&worldwide&(Andl,&Reddy&et&
al.& 2002,& Coresh,& Selvin& et& al.& 2007).&However,& current& therapeutic& options& for& CKD& in& the&
clinical&setting&are&scarce&and&often&ineffective.&An&approved&treatment&specifically&targeted&
to&renal&fibrosis&is&almost&nonNexistent.&&
In& this& context,& an& improved& understanding& of& the& cellular& and&molecular& mechanisms& of&








immune& responses&has&been&affirmed& in&numerous& studies.&The&crosstalk&between&cells&of&
the&tissue&and&the& infiltrating&cells&of&the& immune&system&is&essential& to&establish&the&right&
balance&between&efficacy&and& the&selfNcontainment&of& the& inflammatory& response&within&a&
particular&tissue.&&
Therefore,& the& aim& of& this& study& is& to& identify& new&mechanisms& by&which& tissue& cells& can&
influence& adaptive& immune& responses& in& general& and& how& DickkopfN3& contributes& to& this&
tissue&mediated&immune&modulation&in&particular.&
In&the&first&part&of&the&thesis&we&will&address&the&question&whether&keratinocytes&in&the&skin&
are& capable& to& present& selfNantigen& to& CD4& T& cells& and& thus& influence& following& systemic&
autoimmune&responses.&Additionally,&we&aim&to&investigate&the&role&of&Dkk3&in&this&process.&&
Due& to& its& immune& modulatory& capacity,& the& expression& pattern& of& Dkk3& is& of& particular&
interest.& Therefore,& in& the& second&part,&we&will& analyse& the& capacity&of& a&newly& generated&




















































































































































































































Antigen& Source& Conjugate& Clone& Company&
CD4& Rat& PB& RM4N5& Biolegend&
CD8& Rat& FITC& 53N6.7& BD&Bioscinece&
F23.1& Rat& Bio& F23.1& SelfNgenerated&
CD44& Rat& PENCy7& IM7& eBioscience&
CD25& Rat& PerCPNCy5.5& PC61& Biolegend&
CD62L& Rat& PE& MELN14& BD&Bioscience&
IFNγ& Rat& eFlour660& XMG1.2& eBioscience&
GATA3& Rat& eFlour660& TWAJ& eBioscience&
Tbet& Rat& eFlour660& eBio4B10& eBioscience&
Foxp3& Rat& APC& FJKN16s& eBioscience&
IFNγ& Rat& APC& XMG1.2& BD&Bioscience&
TNF& Rat& PE& Mab1& BD&Bioscience&
IgG1&Isotype& Rat& eFlour660& eBRG1& eBioscience&
IgG2b&Isotype& Rat& eFlour660& eB149/10H5& eBioscience&
IgG1&Isotype& Rat& PE& eBRG1& eBioscinece&
&
2.1.5.2 WesternBlot&/&ELISA&
Antigen& Source& Conjugate& Clone& Company&
Dkk3& Mouse& Biotin& 4.22& N&
Dkk3& Mouse& N& 4.22& N&
Dkk3& Rabbit& N& Polyclonal& Sino&Biological&Inc.&
AntiNRabbit&IgG& Goat& HRP& Polyclonal& Dianova&
BetaNActin& Mouse& N& Polyclonal& Sigma&





Antigen& Source& Conjugate& Clone& Company&
mCherry& Goat& N& Polyclonal& Acris&
Keratin15& Rabbit& N& Polyclonal& Sigma&Aldrich&
MBP1N10& Rabbit& N& Polyclonal& SelfNgenerated&
AntiNGoat&IgG& Donkey& Alexa&Flour488& Polyclonal& Life&Technologies&

































































































For& keratinocyteNspecific& expression& the& 2.4& kb& fragment& of& the& Keratin& IV& promoter& was&
used&(Alferink,&Tafuri&et&al.&1998).&The&introduction&of&the&signal&sequence&and&the&MBP1N10N
peptide& into& the& INAu&βNchain& cDNA& has& been& described& (Kurschus,& Oelert& et& al.& 2006).& To&
assure& appropriate& cleavage& of& the& signal& sequence& the& amino& acid& sequence& GDS& was&
introduced&NNterminal&to&the&MBPNsequence.&As&a&substitute&of&natural&acetylation&a&glycin&
residue&was&inserted&between&the&GDS&sequence&and&the&MBP1N10&sequence.&We&replaced&
the& cDNA& after& exon& 2& with& the& genomic& DNA& of& the& INAb& βNchain& (obtained& from& RZPD;&
identical&with&the&βNchain&INAu&coding&sequence).&The&DNA&construct&was&linearized&and&the&
purified&fragment&was&injected&into&C57BL/6&x&DBA/2&F2&oocytes.&Founders&and&litters&were&






was& generated.& To& allow& the& stochiometric& coNexpression& of& the& 2& reporter& genes&
CB99Luciferase& and& mCherry& were& linked& via& a& viral& 2A& peptide& consensus& motif.& The&
generation& of& this& CB99LuciferaseN2ANmCherry& construct& has& been& described& (Miloud,&
Henrich&et&al.&2007).&The&CB99LuciferaseN2ANmCherry&cassette&was&inserted&into&the&ATG&of&
the&Dkk3&gene&within& a&BAC,& containing& the&entire&Dkk3&gene&and& its& regulatory&elements&
(BAC& clone& ID:&RP23N12M6)&After& removal& of& the&excessive& vector,& the&DNA& construct&was&












Pen/Strep&and&1mg/ml&Collagenase& I& at& 37°C&and&5%&CO2&in.&At&day&1&ear& fragments&were&






complete& Keratinocyte& Growth&Medium& 2& containing& 0,05mM& CaCl2& and&2x106& cells& were&
seeded& into& 6Nwell& plates.&Primary&keratinocytes& were&cultured& until&confluent& (37°C,& 5%&







Precellys& Ceramic& Kit& 1.4mm& in& a& FastPrep& Homogenizer.& Total& RNA& was& extracted& from&
disrupted& tissue& using& the& RNeasy&mini& kit& according& to&manufacturer’s& instructions.& Total&
RNA&isolation&from&cells&suspensions&was&performed&by&QiaSchredder&and&the&RNeasy&Mini&












by& a& 7500& Real& Time& PCR& System& from& Applied& Biosystems& during& 40& cycles& at& 60°C&

















(Milteny& Biotec).& Extracted& CD5+& cells& were& used& for& in& vitro& restimulation& and& flow&
cytometric&analysis.&Alternatively,&CD4&positive&cells&were&isolated&using&the&Dynabeads&CD4+&












1N2& x& 106& cells&were& suspended& in& 100µl& FACS& buffer& containing& fluorochromeNconjugated&
antibodies& in& a& concentration& of& 2µg/ml& each.& Cells& were& incubated& with& the& antibody&
mixture&for&20&min&at&4°C&and&then&washed&with&FACS&buffer.&If&primary&antibody&was&biotin&












Following& the& staining& of& cell& surface& markers,& cells& were& stained& for& intracellular&
transcription& factors& using& the& Foxp3& staining& kit.& Cells& were& incubated& for& 30& min& with&
freshly& prepared& fixation& solution& at& 4°C& in& the& dark.& Cells& were& then& washed& with&
permeabilization& buffer& and& stained& with& the& appropriate& transcriptionfactor& antibodies&











and& Phosphatse& Inhibitor& using& Precellys& Ceramic& Kit& 1.4&mm& in& a& FastPrep& Homogenizer.&
After& 20&min& of& incubation& on& ice,& cell& debris&was& removed& by& centrifugation& (16.000& x& g,&
10min,&4°C)&and&the&supernatant&was&used&for&the&appropriate&assay.&&&
2.2.6.2 Dkk3&ELISA&
A& Flexible& Assay& Plate& (BD&Biosciences)&was& coated&with& antiNDkk3N4.22& antibody& (3µg/ml)&
over& night& at& 4°C& and& blocked& with& ELISA& blocking& buffer& for& 1h& at& 37°C.& Cell& culture&
supernatant&or& tissue& lysate&was& applied& to&preNcoated&plates& and& incubated& for& 1h&at&RT.&
Incubation& with& detection& antibody& (1µg/ml& rabbit& antiNmouse& Dkk3& antibody;& Sino&
Biological)& for& 1h& at& RT& was& followed& by& application& of& HRP& conjugated& goat& antiNrabbit&






















and& transferred& on& PVDF& membranes& (Millipore)& via& Trans& Blot& SD& Semi& Dry& Tranfer& Cell&
















Immunofluorescence& was& performed& on& formalin& (4%)& fixed& skin& sections& with& rabbit&
polyclonal& Abs& specific& for& MBP1N10& or& KeratinN15& followed& by& fluorochrome–conjugated&
secondary&Abs.&Counterstaining&was&performed&with&DAPI.&&
2.2.9.2 Whole&Embryo&











Mice& with& a& C57B6/J& Background& were& immunized& with& the& myelin& oligodendrocyte&
glycoprotein&33N55&peptide&(MOG33N55:&MEVGWYRSPFSRVVHLYRNGK)&emulsified&in&Complete&
Freund´s& Adjuvants& (CFA)& containing& 2mg/ml& Mycobacterium& tubercolosis.& Each& mouse&
received& a& subcutaneous& (s.c.)& injection& of& 100µl& CFA& containing& 200µg&MOG33N55.& At& day& 1&
and&2&after&immunization&mice&received&200ng&of&Pertussis&toxin&(PT).&&
2.2.10.2 EAE&induction&in&B10.PL&mice&
EAE& was& induced& by& injecting& 200& µg& the& myelin& basic& protein& peptide& (MBP1N10:& AcN





single& cell& suspensions& using& an& 40µm& nylon& mesh& were& prepared.& Spleenocytes& were&
cultured& for& 3& days& in& RPMI& containing&MBP1N10&peptide& (20µg/ml)& and& ILN12& (20ng/ml)& at&
37°C&and&5%&CO2.&2x107&of& these&cells&were& injected& i.p.& into&the&respective&recipient&mice&













Spleenocytes& or& isolated& lymphocytes&were& resuspended& in& RPMI& full&medium.& Cells&were&






For&CFSE& labeling,& total& spleen&cells&were& incubated&with&5&µM&CFSE&in&DPBS& for&15&min&at&
37°C.& Cells& were& washed& twice& with& iceNcold& DPBS& and& were& finally& resuspended& in& DPBS&
before&injection.&5x107&Cells&were&injected&into&the&tail&vein&in&a&volume&of&200&µl.&Five&days&












skin& at& the& site& of& skin& irritation.& TwentyNfour& hours& later,& single& cell& suspensions& from&








Mice&were& injected& intraperitoneally& (i.p.)& at& a& dose& of& 150&mg/kg&DNLuciferin& dissolved& in&
PBS&before&measurement&of&luminescence&in&an&IVIS&bioluminescence&imaging&sytstem&100.&
General& anesthesia& was& induced& with& 5%& isoflurane& and& continued& during& the& procedure&




After intraperitoneal& injection with a dose&of&150&mg/kg&DNLuciferin&dissolved& in&PBS&mice&
were& sacrificed.& Organs&were& taken& out& and& incubated& in& a& solution& of& DNLuciferin& in& PBS&




















occur& in& the& secondary& lymphoid& organs,& mediated& by& professional& APC´s.& However,& the&
contribution& of& parenchymal& cells& in& general& and& keratinocytes& in& particular& to& these&
processes&remains&to&be&elucidated&in&detail.&&
To&gain&further&insight&into&this,&our&lab&generated&a&transgenic&mouse&model,&in&which&the&
influence& of& selfNantigen& presentation& by& keratinocytes& in& the& inflamed,& adult& skin& on&
systemic& autoNreactive& T& cell& responses& could& be& studied& in& the& absence& of& antigen&
presentation&by&professional&APCs&in&the&draining&lymph&nodes.&
In& this& transgenic&mouse&a& silent&antigenic&determinant,& the&encephalitogenic&myelin&basic&
protein& (MBP1N10)&peptide,& linked& to& the&MHC& class& II& Au&βNchain& is& expressed&exclusively& in&
keratinocytes.& Cell& surface& expression& of& this& transgene& product& requires& coNexpression& of&
the&endogenous&MHC&II&ɑNchain,&which&is&absent&from&keratinocytes&in&the&healthy&skin&but&is&
induced& under& inflammatory& conditions& (Nickoloff& and& Turka& 1994).& In& this& setting,& skin&

















the&genomic&DNA&of& the& INAu&β& chain.&This& transgene&was&expressed&under& the&control&of&a&




Figure& 3.1Ker@MBP& Mouse& model.& (A)& The& transgenic& MBPNMHC& class& II& βNchain& construct& is& constitutively&
expressed& in& keratinocytes.& However,& cell& surface& expression& of& the& transgene& requires& coNexpression& of& the&







using& RNA& extracted& from& the& respective& tissues.& As& shown& in& Figure& 3.2A& this& analysis&
revealed& skin& specificity& of& KerNMBP& expression.& Furthermore,& the& keratinocytes& specific&
protein& expression& of& the& transgenic& construct&was& analysed& by& immunohistochemistry& of&
the& skin& using& a& MBP1N10Nspecific& rabbit& antiNserum& and& an& antiNKeratin15& antibody& as& a&
keratinocyte&marker.&In&KerNMBP&mice&MBPNpositive&cells&in&the&hair&follicle&of&the&skin&(white&







Figure& 3.2& Keratinocyte& specific& expression& of& the& transgenic& ß@chain.& (A)& RNA& was& extracted& from& the&
respective&organs&of& transgenic&KerNMBP&and&control&mice.&QRTNPCR& identified&skinNspecific&expression&of& the&








the& fate&of& the&antigenNspecific& T& cells&was& followed.& Thymocyte& subsets& (Figure&3.3A)& and&
percentages& of&MBPNspecific& T& cells& in& lymph&nodes& (Figure& 3.3B)&were& comparable& in& Tg4&
















Figure& 3.3& Normal& T& cell& development& in& transgenic& Tg4xKer@MBP&mice.& (A)& Thymocytes& of& the& indicated&
strains&were&analyzed&by&flow&cytometry.&The&percentage&of&CD4+&and&CD4+/F23.1+&(Vβ8.2)&or&CD8+&T&cells&are&















































































occurs& only& under& inflammatory& conditions& (Nickoloff& and& Turka& 1994).& Therefore,& we&
induced& acute& local& skin& inflammation& by& applying& the& contact& sensitizers& oxazolone& or&
diphenylcyclopropenone& (DPCP)& to& the& shaved& abdomen& of& KerNMBP&mice.& To& investigate&
whether& the& MBP& peptide& could& be& recognized& by& MBPNspecific& T& cells,& Tg4& T& cells& were&
labelled&with&CFSE&and&transferred&into&KerNMBP&mice&one&day&before&skin&irritation.&T&cells&
were& isolated& from& draining& lymph& nodes,& spleen& and& treated& skin& and& analyzed& by& flow&
cytometry&5&days&after&transfer&(Figure&3.4A).&Proliferating&Tg4&T&cells&could&be&observed&in&
the&inflamed&skin&of&KerNMBP&mice,&but&were&undetectable&in&the&spleen&and&draining&lymph&
nodes.& In&contrast,& strong&proliferation&of&CFSENlabelled&Tg4&cells&was&observed& in&draining&
lymph&nodes&when&MBPNpeptide& loaded&DCs&were& coNinjected&with& the& transferred&T& cells&
into&KerNMBP&mice&(Figure&3.4B).&Additionally,&the&contact&sensitizer&treatment&induced&the&

























were&coNtransferred& i.v.& together&with&MBP1N10Npeptide& loaded&dendritic& cells& into&KerNMBP&mice& (red).&As&a&
control,&CFSE& labelled&Tg4&spleenocytes&alone&were& transferred& (black).&5&days& later,&CFSE&dilution&profiles&of&
Tg4& T& cells& from& lymph& nodes& were& analyzed.& One& representative& experiment& out& of& 3& is& depicted.& Shaved&
abdominal& skin&of&KerNMBP&mice&was&challenged&with&100&µl&of&either&3%&w/v&oxazolone&or&3%&w/v&DPCP& in&
acetone.&As&a&control&untreated&animals&were&used.&400&µl&CellTracker&(1/20&in&ethanol)&was&applied&onto&the&
skin& of& these& mice.& After& 24h,& skin& draining& LN& were& analyzed& for& CellTracker& positive& dendritic& cells.& One&
representative&experiment&out&of&3&is&shown.&(D)&Histological&examination&of&the&skin&of&Tg4xKerNMBP&and&Tg4&
mice&8&days&after&irritation&with&oxazolone&(3%&w/v).&Infiltration&of&distinct&leukocytes&populations&into&the&skin&





activated& by& keratinocytes& in& the& inflamed& skin& have& any& encephalitogenic& capacity,& Tg4& x&
KerNMBP&and&Tg4&mice&were&injected&2&days&after&oxazolone&treatment&with&pertussis&toxin,&
which& is& commonly& used& to& elicit& EAE,& possibly& because& it& breaks& the& blood& brain& barrier&
(Racke,&Hu&et&al.&2005).&Tg4&x&KerNMBP&but&not&Tg4&mice&developed&severe&but&reversible&EAE&



























































It& is&of& importance&to&note&that&EAE&developed&without&additional& immunization&with&MBP&
peptide.&These&findings&show&that&the&transgenic&MBP&peptide&expressed&by&keratinocytes&in&






upon& pertussis& toxin& treatment.& (A)& EAE& scores& of& Tg4xKerNMBP& and& Tg4& mice& were& monitored& after& skin&
treatment& with& oxazolone& (3%& w/v& in& acteone).& Mean& clinical& score& ±& SEM& is& plotted& over& time.& One&
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the& MBP& peptide& in& CFA& as& nonNtransgenic& littermates& (Figure& 3.6A).& A& single& oxazolone&




Figure&3.6&Acute& skin& inflammation&does&not& limit&EAE& severity& in&Ker@MBP&mice.& (A)&KerNMBP&and&wt&mice&
were& injected&s.c.&with&MBP1N10/CFA& followed&by& two&applications&of&pertussis& toxin& (200&ng).&Subsequently,&
EAE&symptoms&were&monitored.&Mean&clinical&score&±&SEM&is&plotted&over&time.&Depicted&is&one&representative&
experiment&out&of&3&(n=12,&n.s.&two&measure&ANOVA).&(A)&Skin&of&KerNMBP&and&wt&mice&was&preNtreated&with&
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Figure& 3.7& DPCP& induced& chronic& skin& inflammation& limits& EAE& severity& in& Ker@MBP& mice.& (A)& Shaved&
abdominal& skin& of& individual& KerNMBP& and& wt& mice& was& preNtreated& 4& times& with& oxazolone& (0.3%& w/v& in&
acetone,& each& one& weak& apart).& One& week& later,& EAE& was& induced& like& in& (A)& and& EAE& symptoms& were&
monitored.&Mean& clinical& score& ±& SEM& is& plotted& over& time& (data& pooled& from& three& individual& experiments,&
n=24,&n.s.,&repeated&measures&ANOVA).&(B)&Skin&of&KerNMBP&and&wt&mice&was&4&times&preNtreated&with&DPCP&in&
acetone& (20µl& of& a& 2%& solution,& followed& by& 100µl& of& a& 0.1%,& 0.25%&or& 0.5%& (w/v)& solution,& each& one&week&
apart.)&before&induction&of&EAE&like&in&(A).&Clinical&EAE&symptoms&were&monitored.&Mean&clinical&score&±&SEM&is&
plotted& over& time& (data& pooled& from& three& individual& experiments,& n=18,& *p& <& 0.05,& repeated& measures&
ANOVA).& (D)& KerNMBP& and&wt&mice&were& preNtreated& like& in& (C).& One&week& after& the& last& preNtreatment,& 3%&
Oxazolone&(v/w)&was&applied&to&back&skin&of&KerNMBP&and&wt&mice.&One&additional&week&later,&the&right&ear&of&
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This& reduction&of& the&antiNMBP&T&cell& response& in&KerNMBP&mice&was&not&based&on&general&
DPCPNinduced&immune&suppression&in&the&skin&because&this&skin&preNtreatment&did&not&affect&






3.1.4 Reduced& reactivity& of& CD4+& T& cells& that& recognize& self@antigen& in& the&
chronically&inflamed&skin&depends&on&the&presence&of&Dickkopf@3&
To&clarify&the&mechanisms&that&limit&the&MBPNinduced&autoimmunity&shown&in&Figure&3.7B,&it&
was& investigated&whether& the& reduced& severity& of& EAE& symptoms& in& preNtreated& KerNMBP&
mice& was& associated& with& a& dominant& form& of& immune& regulation.& MBP& activated&
spleenocytes&were&transferred&to&4&times&DPCP&preNtreated&wild&type&and&KerNMBP&mice&and&
clinical& EAE& scores& were& monitored& after& pertussis& toxin& treatment.& EAE& symptoms& were&
significantly&less&severe&in&KerNMBP&mice&in&comparison&to&nonNtransgenic&littermates&(Figure&




DPCP&treated&wild& type&and&KerNMBP&mice.& In&addition,& the&expression&of& forkhead&box&P3&
(FOXP3)&was&analysed& in& the& treated& skin&of& these&mice.&We&could&not&detect&a& significant&
difference&in&any&of&these&analyses&comparing&the&2&types&of&mice&(Figure&3.8B,&C).&Thus,&the&
observed& regulation& is& not& associated& with& significant& changes& in& the& CD4+CD25+FOXP3+&
regulatory&T&cell&population.&&
Next,&we&analysed&the&expression&levels&of&several&immune&mediators&in&the&four&times&DPCP&
treated& skin& of& wild& type& and& KerNMBP& mice.& No& differences& could& be& detected& in& the&













is& plotted& over& time.& Depicted& is& one& out& of& two& representative& experiments& (n=10,& *p<0.05,& repeated&
measures&ANOVA).& (B)& Percentages&of&CD25+FOXP3+&positive&CD4+& T& cells& in& spleen&and& lymph&nodes&of& KerN
MBP&and&wt&mice&4&times&preNtreated&with&DPCP&(20µl&of&a&2%&solution,&followed&by&100µl&of&a&0.1%,&0.25%&or&
0.5%&solution,&each&one&week&apart)&(n=6,&n.s.).&(C)&Quantitative&real&time&PCR&was&performed&on&RNA&isolated&
from& skin& of& KerNMBP& and&wt&mice& preNtreated& as& in& (B).& Samples&were& taken&one&week& after& the& last&DPCP&
application.& Expression& levels& of& Foxp3& are& expressed& relative& to& the& control& gene& Actb& (n=6,& n.s.).& (D)&
Quantitative&real&time&PCR&was&performed&on&RNA&isolated&from&skin&of&KerNMBP&and&wt&mice&preNtreated&as&in&
(B).& Expression& levels& of& the& indicated& genes& are& expressed& relative& to& the& control& gene& Actb& (n=12,&
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3.8&E).& Importantly,&DKK3&expression&was&significantly&upNregulated& in& the& four& times&DPCP&
treated& skin& of& KerNMBP&mice& as& compared&with& the& skin& of& DPCPNtreated&wild& type&mice&
(Figure&3.8D).&&
In& order& to& analyse& the& impact& of& Dkk3& on& the& observed& effect,& KerNMBPNtransgenic&mice&
deficient&for&Dkk3#were&established&and&four&times&treated&with&DPCP&as&described&above.&In&
contrast& to& Dkk3,competent& mice& (Figure& 3.7B),& DPCP& preNtreatment& did& not& result& in& a&
reduction& of& EAE& symptoms& in& KerNMBP.dkk3,/,& mice& after& MBP& peptide& priming& in&
comparison& to& nonNtransgenic& dkk3,/,& littermates& (Figure& 3.9A).& Absence& of& EAE& downN





transgenic& littermates& by& administering& neutralizing& Dkk3Nspecific& antibodies# at& the&
beginning&of&the&DPCP&treatment&(Figure&3.9B).&These&results&show&that&upon&neutralization&





stimulated& in# vitro& with&MBP& peptide.& The& percentages& of& MBPNspecific& CD4+& T& cells& that&
produced& interleukinN2& (ILN2)& and& tumour& necrosis& factor& (TNF)& after& 6& hours& of& in# vitro&
restimulation&were&comparable&for&the&two&experimental&groups&(Figure&3.9D).&However,&the&
percentages& of& ILN2& and& TNF& producing& MBPNspecific& T& cells& were& significantly& reduced&
among&in#vitro#restimulated&CD4+&T&cells&that&had&been&isolated&from&KerNMBP&mice&following&
four& times& treatment&with&DPCP.&By&contrast,& the&effector& function&of&MBPNspecific&CD4+&T&
cells& from&DPCPNtreated&KerNMBP.dkk3,/,&mice& (Figure&3.9D)&was&not&compromised& in#vitro.&
Thus,& chronic& skin& inflammation,& as& modelled& by& repeated& DPCP& treatment& and& the&
associated& priming& of& MBPNspecific& CD4+& T& cells& by& keratinocytes& in& the& skin& can& reduce&








clinical& score& ±& SEM& is& plotted& over& time& (data& pooled& from& 2& individual& experiments,& n=16,& n.s.,& repeated&
measures&ANOVA).& (B)&KerNMBP&and&wt&mice&were&preNtreated&as& in& (A).& In&both&groups,&500µg&of&antiNDkk3&
mab&clone&4.22&was&applied&i.p.&along&with&the&first&three&DPCP&applications&as&indicated.&One&week&after&the&
4th& DPCP& application,& mice& were& challenged& with& MBP1N10& peptide& in& CFA& and& EAE& was& monitored.& Mean&
clinical& score& ±& SEM& is& plotted& over& time& (data& pooled& from& 2& individual& experiments,& n=16,& n.s.,& repeated&
measures&ANOVA).& (C)&Skin&of&wt,&dkk3,/,&,&KerNMBP&and&KerNMBP.dkk3,/,&mice&was&pretreated& like& in& (A).&One&
week&after&the&last&DPCP&application,&quantitative&real&time&PCR&was&performed&on&RNA&isolated&from&skin&of&
the&respective&mice.&Expression&levels&of&H2NAa&are&expressed&relative&to&the&control&gene&Actb.&(data&pooled&
from&2& individual&experiments,&n=6,&n.s.)& (D)&KerNMBP&and&KerNMBP.dkk3,/,&mice&were&DPCP&preNtreated&as& in&
(A).&As&controls,&untreated&KerNMBP&and&wt&mice&were&used.&One&week&after& the& last&preNtreatment,&animals&






in# the# inflamed# skin# can# stimulate# auto,reactive# T# cells,# which# are# capable# to# initiate# an#
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detected& in& several& hematopoietic& cells& that& were& analyzed& including& T& cells,& B& cells& and&
myeloid&cells.&&
Even& though,& there& is& already& considerable& insight& into& Dkk3& expression& in& the&mouse,& in&
most& of& the& cases& the& particular& cell& types& expressing& Dkk3& are& not& yet& identified.&








vivo& via& bioluminescence& imaging& (luciferase)& and& in& histology& by& fluorescence&microscopy&
(mCherry).& To& do& so,& a& previously& established& LuciferaseN2ANmCherry& cassette& (Miloud,&
Henrich&et&al.&2007)&was&inserted&into&the&start&codon&(ATG)&of&dkk3&in&a&respective&bacterial&



















brain,& skin,& uterus,& ovary,& stomach& and& intestine.& Additionally,& we& confirmed& results&
generated& in&our& lab&previously,& indicating&Dkk3&expression& in& spinal& cord.&Surprisingly,&we&
detected& a& prominent& luciferase& signal& in& esophagous/trachea& and& cartilage& (Figure& 3.11).&
Thus,& reporter& expression& correlated& with& previously& described& Dkk3& expression& and&
identified&new&potential&sites&of&Dkk3&production.&&
A
Dkk3 reg. Sequence CB Luciferase 2A mCherry
B




Figure& 3.11& Dkk3& expression& pattern& in& adult&mouse& organs.& Ex& vivo&bioluminescence& imaging&of& organs& of&
healthy,&12&weeks&old&Dkk3NLCh&mice.&5&min&after& i.p.& injection&of&150mg/kg&DNluciferin,&mice&were&sacrificed&






Dkk3&predominantly&correlated& in& the& tested&organs.&For&example,&high&expression&of&both&
genes& was& found& in& eye,& brain& and& spinal& cord& while& almost& no& signal& was& detected& in&




































































































As&a&next& step,&expression&of& the&second& reporter&molecule&present& in&Dkk3NLCh&mice,& the&
fluorochrome& mCherry,& was& analysed.& Therefore,& whole& embryo& slices& of& p14& Dkk3NLch&
embryos&were&generated&and&mCherry&expression&was&detected&by&fluorescence&microscopy.&
As&a&control,&transgene&negative&embryos&obtained&from&the&same&mother&were&used.&It&is&of&
importance& to&mention,& that&mCherry& fluorescence&signal&by& itself&was&not&detectable&and&





Dkk3NLCh& embryos& by& flourochrome& conjugated& immunohistochemistry.& 14& days& after& vaginal& plug& detection&
Dkk3NLCh& positive& and& negative& (wt)& embryos& from& the& same& mother& were& harvested,& cryo& sections& were&
prepared& and& fluorochrome& conjugated& antiNmCherry& staining& (green)& was& performed.& Nuclei& were& counter&
stained&with&Hoechst&dye&(blue).&One&representative&experiment&out&of&3&is&shown.&










As& expected,& the& most& considerable& mCherry& expression& was& found& in& elongated& cells&
spanning&the&entire&thickness&of&the&retina,&referred&to&as&Müller&glial&cells,&in&the&eye&of&the&
embryos& (Figure& 3.14).& According& to& the& literature,& these& cells& are& strong&Dkk3& expressers&





Figure&3.14&MCherry& is&strongly&expressed& in&müller&glia&cells& in&the&eye&of&Dkk3@LCh&embryos.&Detection&of&
mCherry&expression&in&the&eye&of&E14&Dkk3NLCh&embryos&by&flourochrome&conjugated&immunohistochemistry.&
14days&after&vp&detection&Dkk3NLCh&positive&and&negative&(wt)&embryos&from&the&same&mother&were&harvested,&
















mice& revealed& a& similar& but& not& completely& identical& expression& pattern.&While& luciferase&
















first& 2& N& 3& weeks& after& birth& followed& by& a& drastic& decrease& (Figure& 3.16A).& According& to&













































































































serve# as# an# appropriate# tool# for# the# detection# of# Dkk3# expression# via# its# two# reporter#
molecules,# luciferase# and# mCherry.# By# using# this# tool,# we# identified# Dkk3# expression# in#







































































































Previously,& we& identified& primary& dermal& fibroblasts& to& express& Dkk3& in& vitro& on& an&
intermediate& level.&Therefore&these&cells&were&used& in& initial&expression&studies& in&order&to&
identify&positive&as&well&as&negative&impact&on&Dkk3&expression&by&several&cytokines.&
As&a&first&step,&a&screening&to&identify&the&impact&of&different&cytokines&on&Dkk3&expression&
was& accomplished.& Primary& dermal& fibroblast& were& stimulated& for& 48h& with& increasing&

















had& no& significant& influence& on& Dkk3& expression.& While& TNFα,& ILN1β& and& retinoic& acid&
considerably&decreased&Dkk3&production,& ILN4&slightly&and&IFNγ&strongly&enhanced&it.&Based&
















Figure& 3.18& IFNγ& enhances& Dkk3& expression& in& fibroblast.& (A+B)& 2x105& & primary& dermal& fibroblasts& were&
stimulated&with&10&ng/ml&or&100&ng/ml& recombinant& IFNγ& for& the& indicated&time&periods.& (A)&Quantitavie&RTN
PCR&on&reverse&transcribed&RNA&of&stimulated&fibroblast&and&controls&was&performed&to&detect&Dkk3&expression&
levels.&Values&are&displayed&relative&to&the&expression&level&of&Actb.&(B)&Dkk3&protein&levels&in&the&supernatant&














In&order& to&extend& these& in& vitro& findings& to&a&more&general&mode&of& action,&we&aimed& to&
analyse&the&influence&of&IFNγ&on&Dkk3&production&in&vivo.&To&do&so,&we&induced&IFNγ&release&
in& vivo& by& administration& of& αNgalactosylceramide& (αGalNCer)& and& measured& Dkk3& serum&
levels&before&and&24&after&application.&αGalNCer&is&a&sponge&derived&glycolipid&which&induces&
the&release&of&substantial&amounts&of&IFNγ&as&well&as&several&other&cytokines&by&NKT&cells.&To&
analyse& the& pure& impact& of& IFNγ& on& Dkk3& production,& IFNγNreceptor1& deficient&mice&were&
used&as&a&control.&&
Injection& of& 50µg& of& αGalNCer& led& to& high& serum& levels& of& IFNγ& in& wt& and& IFNgNR1N/N& mice&





Figure&3.19& Interferon@γ& dependent& increase&of&Dkk3&protein& in& the& serum&of&α@Galactosylcermide& injected&
mice.& (A)& IFNγ& levels& in&the&serum&of&wt&and& IFNγNreceptor&1&deficient&mice&before&and&24h&after& injection&of&&
50µg&αNgalactosylcermide,&detected&by&ELISA.&(B+C)&Dkk3&concentration&in&the&serum&of&(B)&wt&(Paired&students&





Data& generated& in& our& lab& showed,& that& deletion& of& Dkk3& results& in& a& significant& delay& of&
experimental&autoimmune&encephalomyelitis&remission&associated&with& increased&numbers&
of&IFNγ&producing&CD4+&and&CD8+&T&cells&in&the&brain&(Figure&3.20)&(Papatriantafyllou,&2008).&It&
has& been& shown& that,& the& presence& of& IFN& is& beneficial& in& the& recovery& phase& of& EAE.& For&
example,&IFNγ&and&IFNγNreceptor&deficient&mice&exhibit&a&more&severe&and&prolonged&onset&
of& disease& (Ferber,& Brocke& et& al.& 1996,&Willenborg,& Fordham& et& al.& 1996).& Accordingly,& we&







Figure&3.20& Increased&numbers&of& IFNγ& producing&T& cells& in&EAE&brains&of&Dkk3&deficient&mice.& (A)&EAE&was&






3& and& healthy& controls& were& compared.& This& analysis& revealed& a& two& times& higher& Dkk3&
protein&level&in&brain&and&spinal&cord&of&EAE&bearing&mice.&However,&this&induction&was&not&




Figure&3.21& IFNγ& dependent& increase&of&Dkk3& in&brain&and& spinal& cord&of&EAE&bearing&mice.& (A+B)&EAE&was&













culture& express& Dkk3& on& a& low& level& (Figure& 3.22A).& However,& IFNγ& stimulation& increased&





Figure&3.22& IFNγ& induces&Dkk3&expression& in&dorsal& route&ganglia.& (A)& Immnohistochemistry&detecting&Dkk3&
expression& in& primary& dkk3N/N& (upper& panel)& and& wt& (lower& panel)& dorsal& route& ganglia& using& the& Dkk3N4.22&
antibody.& (B+C)&Primary&wt&and&(D)&IFNγNrceptor&1&deficient&dorsal&route&ganglia&were&incubated&for&48h&with&







Dkk3# expression# in# cultured# primary# dermal# fibroblasts# can# be# further# increased# by#
stimualtion#with#IFNγ.#In#vivo,#systemic#IFNγ#induced#by#α,galactosylceramide#increased#Dkk3#
serum# levels.# Additionally,# in# the# pathogenic# situation# of# experimental# autoimmune#
encephalomyelitis#Dkk3# levels# in# the#brain#and#spinal#cord#were#found#to#be#elevated# in#an#











of& renal& fibrosis& is& paramount& and& essential,& not& only& for& gaining& novel& insights& into& the&
pathogenesis&of&the&process,&but&also&for&developing&rational&strategies&to&treat&patients&with&









In& this& system& ureteral& obstruction& and& the& resulting& pressure& within& the& kidney& leads& to&
tubulointerstitial& damage& and& fibrosis.& (2)& The& adenine& feeding& model& in& which& the&
development& of& adenine& crystals& in& kidney& and& the& resulting& shear& forces& lead& to& renal&
damage&and&fibrosis.&All&operations,&adenine&feeding&and&complete&histological&analysis&were&
accomplished&by&Giussepina&Federico&in&the&Department&of&Molecular&Pathology.&&
As& a& first& step,& the& level& of& fibrosis& in&wt& and& Dkk3& deficient&mice&was& compared& in& both&
models.& UUO& induction& revealed& that,& Dkk3& deficient& mice& developed& a& significantly& less&
severe& renal& fibrosis,& compared& to&wild& type& littermate&controls.& This&was&manifested&by&a&
lower&fibrosis&score&as&shown&in&Figure&3.23,&by&less&tubular&damage&and&decreased&levels&of&



















Figure&3.24&Adenine& feeding& induced&a& less&severe&degree&of&kideny& fibrosis& in&Dkk3&deficent&mice.&Fibrosis&
score&(A)&7&days&and&(B)&21&days&after&starting&of&adenine&feeding&in&dkk3N/N&and&wt&mice&kidneys.&Fibrosis&score&



















































































5min& of& incubation& in& a& 1mg/ml& DNluciferin& solution& in& PBS& at& 37°C& organs& were& imaged& for& 5min.& Colours&
display& intensity& of& the& emmited& light& (see& scale).& One& representtive& experiment& out& of& 3& is& shown.& (B+E)&
Amount&of&Dkk3&protein&relative&to&organ&weight& in& lysates&of&fibrotic&kidneys&(B)&2,&7&and&21&days&after&UUO&
induction&or& (E)&2,&7&and&28&days&after&starting&of&denine& feeding.&As&a&control,&kidneys& from&untreated&mice&
were& used.& (C)& Detection& of& mCherry& expression& in& fibrotic& kidneys& of& Dkk3NLCh& mice& 7& days& after& UUO&
induction.& As& a& control& kidneys& of& untreated&Dkk3NLCh&mice&were& used.& Cryo& sections& from& isolated& kidneys&
were&prepared&and& fluorochrome&conjugated&antiNmCherry& staining& (red)&and&antiNCD45& staining& (green)&was&
performed.& Nuclei& were& counter& stained& with& DAPI& (blue).& Shape& and& localization& of& mCherry& positive& cells&
identified&them&as&tubular&epitheliel&cells.&One&representative&experiment&out&of&3&is&shown.&
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monitored& luciferase&expression& in&damaged&kidneys&ex# vivo.& Indeed,& after&2& and&7&days& a&
slight& increase& and&after& 21&days& a& strong& induction&of& luciferase& expression&was&detected&
(Figure&3.25A).&This& result&was&confirmed&by& the&detection&of&Dkk3&protein& levels& in&whole&
kidney&lysates&after&UUO&by&ELISA.&Dkk3&protein&content&of&kidneys&slightly&increased&2&and&7&
days& after& operation& and& reached& a& 4& times& higher& level& after& 21& days& (Figure& 3.25B).& To&
identify& the& particular& cell& type& responsible& for& stress& induced&Dkk3& production.& UUO&was&
induced& in& Dkk3NLCh&mice& and& kidneys& were& histologically& examined& to& identify&mCherryN
expressing& cells.& Untreated& Dkk3NLCh& mice& were& used& as& a& control.& In& order& to& exclude&
















to& clarify&whether& the& induction& of& Dkk3& expression& in& the& kidney& during& development& of&
fibrosis&was&IFNγ&dependent&we&crossed&Dkk3&reporter&mice&(Dkk3NLCh)&with&IFNNreceptor&1&
deficient&mice&and&performed&fibrosis&experiments.&In&these&animals&a&similar&degree&of&Dkk3&














described& Dkk3& as& modulator& of& T& cell& responses,& therefore& we& wanted& to& examine& the&
impact&of&the&immune&system&in&general&and&T&cells&in&particular&on&the&present&phenotype.&
We&first&analyzed&cytokine&expression&by&qRTNPCR&on&RNA&isolated&from&total&fibrotic&kidneys&
of& dkk3,/,& and& wt& mice& 21& days& after& UUO& induction.& This& analysis& revealed& that& the&
expression&of&TGFNβ,&a&key&molecule& in&fibrosis&development,&was&not&altered&in&kidneys&of#
Dkk3#deficient&mice&compared&to&wt&control&(Figure&3.27A).&However,&the&expression&of&the&
proNinflammatory& cytokines& IFNγ& and& ILN1β& was& significantly& increased& in& Dkk3& deficient&
kidneys.&While& elevated& IFNγ& levels& were& already& detected& after& 7& days,& ILN1β& expression&
differed&only&after&21&days&(Figure&3.27).&&Surprisingly,&less&severe&fibrosis&was&accompanied&
by& a& stronger& inflammation& after& UUO& in& Dkk3& deficient& mice.& Therefore,& we& decided& to&






induction.&(A)&TGFNβ,&(B)& IFNγ&and&(C)& ILN1β&expression& levels&are&displayed&relative&to&the&housekeeping&gene&
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controls,& located& in& the& range&of&Dkk3&deficient&mice&21&days& after&UUO& induction& (Figure&















































wt& mice& via& CD3& staining.& Surprisingly,& we& found& considerably& increased& numbers& of&
infiltrated& T& cells& in& the& kidneys& of&Dkk3& deficient&mice& compared& to&wt& controls.&While& 7&
days& after&UUO& induction& a&moderate& increase&was& detected,& 21& days& after& operation& the&
amount&of&T&cells&in&Dkk3&deficient&mice&was&about&6&times&higher&compared&to&wt&controls&





High& Power& Field& (HPF)& 7& days& and& (B)& 21& days& after& UUO& induction& in# dkk3N/N& and& wt& kidneys.& Data& were&
obtained&by& immunohistochemistry&using&an&antiNCD3&staining.&One&dot& represents& the&number&of&CD3+&cells&




3.4.4 Dkk3& supports& Th2& differentiation& during& the& development& of& renal&
fibrosis&
So&far,&severity&of&fibrosis&was&thought&to&correlate&with&the&strength&of&the&accompanying&
inflammation.&However,& in& the&previous&experiments,&we&observed& that&despite&a& strongly&
increased& inflammation& and& T& cell& infiltration,& renal& fibrosis& outcome& was& significantly&
decreased&in&Dkk3&deficient&mice&compared&to&wt&controls.&Therefore&we&hypothesized&that&
the&kind&of&inflammation&and&the&type&of&infiltrated&T&cells&might&differ&in&dkk3N/N&mice.&In&line&
with& that,&T&cell&polarization& towards&a&Th2&phenotype&and& the&presence&of& the& respective&
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Figure& 3.30&Altered& expression& of&master& regulateros& of& CD4& T& cell& linage& differentiation& in& fibrotic&dkk3+/+&
kidneys.&(A+B)&QRTNPCR&on&total&RNA&from&fibrotic&kidneys&of&Dkk3&deficient&and&wt&mice,&isolated&(A)&7&and&(B)&
21&days&after&UUO&induction.&Expression& levels&of&Gata3,&Tbx21&(Tbet)&and&Foxp3&are&diplayed&relative&to&the&




These& results& suggested& an& adjustment& in& T& cell& polarization& from& Th2& towards& a& Th1&
phenotype& in& Dkk3& deficient& mice.& In& order& to& verify& these& results& on& a& single& cell& level,&
lymphocytes&from&kidneys&of&dkk3N/N&and&wt&mice&were&isolated&21&days&after&UUO&induction&

























































































































elevated& numbers& of& infiltrating,& lymphocytes& in& Dkk3& deficient& kidneys& (Figure& 3.31A).&










Figure&3.31&Dkk3&promotes&CD4&T& cell& polarization& towards&a& Th2&phenotype& in& fibrotic& kidneys.& (ANE)&CD5&
positive&cells&were&isolated&from&fibrotic&wt&and&dkk3N/N&kidneys&21&days&after&UUO&induction&by&MACS&beads.&(A)&
Absolut&numbers&of&isolated&CD5+&cell.&(B+C)&Isolated&CD5+&cells&were&restimulated&in&vitro&with&PMA/Ionomycin&
in& the& presence& of& monesin& and& IFNγ& an& TNF& production& of& (B)& CD4+& and& (C)& CD8+& T& cells& was& analyzed& by&
intracellular& staining& and& subsequent& flow& cytometry.& Displayed& is& the& percentage& of& IFNγ& and& TNF& positive&
CD4+&or&CD8+&cells.&(D+E)&Isolated&CD5+&cells&from&fibrotic&kidneys&were&stained&intracellularly&for&(D)&GATA3&and&
(E)&Tbet.&Displayed&is&the&percentage&of&(D,&left&panel)&GATA3&and&(E,&left&panel)&Tbet&positive&CD4+&cells&as&well&




































































































































































Next,& we& asked& whether& the& observed& T& cell& phenotype& was& locally& restricted& to& fibrotic&
kidneys&or&was&a&systemic&phenomenon.&Therefore,&we&performed&similar&experiments&with&&
cells& from&spleen&21&days&after& fibrosis& induction.& In& contrast& to& kidneys,& total&numbers&of&






Single& cell& suspension& of& spleens& from&dkk3N/N& and&wt&mice& 21& dys& after& UUO& induction&were& generated.& (A)&











UUO& induction.& Flow& cytometric& analysis& of& cells& isolated& from& fibrotic& kidneys& showed&
similar& results.& Increased& proportions& of& CD4+CD25+Foxp3+& cells& were& detected& in& dkk3,/,&

















































































































































into& kidneys& of& Dkk3& deficient& mice& during& fibrosis& development& but& also& uncovered& an&
altered&CD4+&T&cell&phenotype&possibly&being&responsible&for&the&milder&outcome&of&fibrosis&





Figure& 3.33& Increased& numbers& of& Foxp3+& regulatory& T& cells& in& fibrotic& kidneys& of& dkk3& deficient&mice.& (A)&
Number&of& Foxp3&positive& cells& per&HPF& in& fibrotic& kidneys&of&dkk3N/N& and&wt&mice& & 7& and&21&days& after&UUO&







Finally,& the& mechanism& by& which& Dkk3& modulates& CD4+& T& cell& polarization& in& the& fibrosis&
model&was& analysed.&Dkk3&was& shown& to& influences&Wnt& signalling& in& several& cell& lines& by&




revealed& that& expression& of& all& analysed&Wnt& target& genes& tcf7,# lef1,# fzd1,# c,jun,# nlk& and&
gata3#was&decreased& in&T&cells& from&dkk3&deficient& fibrotic&kidneys.&Therefore,&Dkk3&might&
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In# summary,# we# found# that# Dkk3# promotes# the# development# of# renal# indicated# by#
considerably#less#signs#of#fibrosis# in#Dkk3#deficient#mice#in#two#independent#mouse#models.&
Furthermore,#we#observed# that#Dkk3#expression# is# induced# in# tubular# epithelial# cells# in# the#
course# of# fibrosis# development.# Less# fibrosis# in#Dkk3#deficient#mice#was#accompanied#with#
elevated# levels# of# pro,inflammatory# cytokines# and# increased# T# cell# infiltration# in# the#
respective# kidneys.# Additionally,#we# observed# an# altered# polarization# of# infiltrating# CD4+# T#
































































































































The& skin& provides& a& first& line& of& defence& against& physical& insults,& toxins& and& pathogens.&
Therefore,& immune& surveillance& of& this& barrier& has& to& be& finely& balanced& to& ensure& its&
integrity:& injuries& have& to& be& promptly& repaired& to& prevent& overwhelming& infections& and&
immune& responses& have& to& be& limited& to& avoid& chronic& inflammation& and& autoimmune&
disease.&&
Here,& we& asked& how& T& cells& respond& to& cognate& autoNantigens& that& are& expressed& and&
presented& exclusively& by& keratinocytes& of& the& inflamed& skin,& and& how& direct& antigen&
presentation& by& keratinocytes& influences& the& outcome& of& an& immune& response.& Our& data&
suggest&that:&
&
(i) Keratinocytes& can& present& selfNantigen& to& stimulate& potentially& destructive&
autoreactive&CD4+&T&cells&under&inflammatory&conditions.&
(ii) Repeated& antigen& stimulation& in& the& inflamed& skin& leads& to& downNmodulation& of& T&
cell&responses&
(iii) &This& downN& modulation& depends& on& the& expression& of& Dkk3& protein,& which& limits&
CD4+&T&cell&reactivity.&
&
Transgenic& mice& that& inducibly& expressed& a& nominal& antigen,& such& as& Ovalbumin& (OVA),&
exclusively& in& keratinocytes& under& keratin& 5& regulatory& sequences& have& been& previously&
reported&(Rosenblum,&Gratz&et&al.&2011).&In&these&mice&OVANderived&peptides&are&presented&
by&professional&APCs& in&the&skin&draining& lymph&nodes& leading&to&the&proliferation&of&OVAN
specific,&DO11&CD4+&T&cells.&However,&it&is&difficult&to&investigate&the&contribution&of&antigen&
presentation&by&keratinocytes&to&the&resulting&T&cell&response&in#vivo&in&such&a&model.&In&our&
KerNMBP&mouse&model,& a&MBP&peptide& that& is& covalently& linked& to& the&MHC& class& II& Au& βN
chain& is& exclusively& and& constitutively&expressed& in& keratinocytes&of&hair& follicles.&Our&data&
indicate& that& in& naïve& KerNMBP& mice,& MBPNspecific& CD4+& T& cells& are& not& aware& of& their&
cognate&antigen.&This&suggests&that&professional&APCs&do&not&take&up&and&present&the&MBPN






by&contact& sensitizers.&However,&proliferation&of&MBPNspecific&T& cells&was&only&observed& in&
the& skin& and&was& absent& from& the& draining& lymph& nodes.& These& observations& support& the&
view&that&in&the&KerNMBP&mouse&model&the&MBP&peptide&represents&a&truly&sessile&antigen&in&
the&skin&that&can&be&presented&by&keratinocytes&only&upon&inflammation.&
The& cutaneous& inflammation& that& was& induced& by& a& single& treatment& with& the& contact&
sensitizer&oxazolone&was&more&potent& in& Tg4& x& KerNMBP&mice& than& in& Tg4&mice.&However,&
severe&skin&disease,&such&as&scaling&and&alopecia&was&not&observed&in&the&double&transgenic&




can& be& presented& to& DO11& T& cells& by& professional& APCs& in& the& KerNOVA& mouse& model,&
whereas& MBP& is& presented& to& Tg4& T& cells& exclusively& by& keratinocytes& in& our& system.&
Activated& Tg4& T& cells&mediated& their& destructive& potential& in& oxazolone& treated& Tg4& x& KerN
MBP& mice& only& after& injection& of& pertussis& toxin,& which& led& to& the& occurrence& of& EAE&
symptoms.& The& lack& of& severe& skin& disease& upon& oxazolone& treatment&might& suggest& that&
keratinocytes& cannot& properly& activate& T& cell& responses.& However,& using& EAE& as& read& out&
system&we&found&that&under&skinNinflammatory&conditions&keratinocytes&can&present&antigen&
to&activate&potentially&destructive&autoreactive&CD4+&T&cells.&It&seems&that&T&cell&responses&in&
the& skin& may& be& more& strongly& regulated& than& in& the& CNS& and/or& target& cells& of& the&
autoimmune&attack&are&more&resistant&in&the&skin&than&in&the&CNS.&It&has&been&proposed&that&
microbial& infections& might& initiate& autoimmune& diseases& by& activation& of& crossNreactive& T&
cells& which& recognize& shared&microbial& and& self& determinants& (Cusick,& Libbey& et& al.& 2012).&
However,& accessibility& of& the& target& organ& is& essential& for& tissue& destruction.& Activation& of&
MBPNspecific&T&cells&during&skin& inflammation&did&not&cause&an&autoimmune&disease& in& the&
CNS.&Our&data&rather&suggest&that&perturbations&of&tissue&integrity&by&a&toxin&produced&by&an&
invading&pathogen,&such&as&the&ones&caused&by&pertussis&toxin&in&the&bloodNbrain&barrier&and&




There& is& increasing& evidence& that& repeated& exposure& of& T& cells& to& selfNantigens& in& tissues&
attenuates&the&severity&of&autoimmune&responses&(LaraNCorrales&and&Pope&2010,&Rosenblum,&
Gratz&et&al.&2011).&In&KerNMBP&mice,&the&MBP&determinant&is&presented&on&the&cell&surface&of&
keratinocytes& only& during& inflammation,& upon& coNexpression&of& the& endogenous&MHC& II& αN
chain.&DPCP& is&used&clinically& for& the& treatment&of&alopecia&areata&because&of& its&proposed&
immuneNmodulatory&capacity&(Hoffmann,&Wenzel&et&al.&1994).&In&our&experiments,&repeated&
applications&of&DPCP&that&enabled&continuous&availability&of& the&MBP&peptide/MHC&class& II&
complex& on& keratinocytes,& limited& the& severity& of& EAE& that& was& induced& by& immunization&
with&MBP&peptide&and&CFA.&Such&a&downNmodulation&of&the&MBPNspecific&T&cell&response&was&








MBPNinduced& EAE& mediated& by& preNtreatment& with& DPCP.& However,& the& numbers& of&
CD4+CD25+FoxP3+& regulatory& T& cells& were& not& altered.& In& order& to& identifying& molecular&
mechanisms& responsible& for& the& observed& inhibition& we& failed& to& detect& differences& in&
expression&levels&of&several&immune&mediators,&such&as&ILN10,&TGFβ,&PDN1L&and&CTLAN4&in&the&
skin& of& KerNMBP& compared& with& wild& type& mice.& In& line& with& that& it& was& shown& that&
epicutaneous&immunization&with&the&autoNantigenic&MBP&peptide&inhibited&the&induction&of&
EAE&by&a&challenge&with&MBP&peptide&and&CFA&(Bynoe,&Evans&et&al.&2003).&This&protection&was&
based&on&CD4+&T&cell& regulation,&but&was& independent&of&CD4+CD25+& regulatory&T&cells&and&
was&not&mediated&by& ILN4,& ILN10&or&TGFβ.&The&MBP&peptide&was&shown&to&be&presented&by&
professional&APCs&in&the&draining&lymph&nodes.&An&involvement&of&MBP&peptide&presentation&
by& keratinocytes& was& not& investigated& in& that& study.& Interestingly,& repeated& tolerogenic&
epicutaneous& applications& of&MBP& peptide& have& similar& consequences& as& continuous&MBP&
peptide&presentation&by&keratinocytes&under&inflammatory&conditions.&
In& view& of& the& notion& that& the& skin& expresses& selfNantigens& that& are& also& present& in& other&
tissues& (Kawakami,& Eliyahu& et& al.& 1994,& Kormos,& Belso& et& al.& 2011)& and& that& the& skin& is&
DISCUSSION&& 97&
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increase& in& Dkk3& expression.& Our& lab& recently& reported& that& Dkk3& can& limit& CD8+& T& cell&
mediated& tumor& and& skin& graft& rejection& (Papatriantafyllou,& Moldenhauer& et& al.& 2012).&
Additionally,&Dkk3&was&reported&to&be&mainly&expressed&at&sites&that&have&been&traditionally&
referred& to& as& immune& privileged& including& the& hair& follicle& (Barrantes& Idel,& MonteroN
Pedrazuela& et& al.& 2006,& Ohyama,& Terunuma& et& al.& 2006,& Hermann,& Pirkebner& et& al.& 2007).&
Therefore,&one&could&speculate&that&Dkk3&may&contribute&to&the&immunosuppressive&milieu&
of& such& tissues.&Here&we& showed& that& depletion& of&Dkk3& reversed& the& reduction& of& T& cellN
mediated&EAE&symptoms&in&DPCPNtreated&KerNMBP&mice.&Furthermore,&expression&of&Dkk3&in&
the& skin&was& associated&with& decreased& cytokine& production& by&MBPNspecific& CD4+&T& cells.&
Neutralizing& Dkk3Nspecific& antibodies& could& block& the& downNmodulation& of& CD4+& T& cell&
reactivity& when& administered# at& the& beginning& of& the& DPCP& treatment.& This& observation&








DickkopfN3& is& a& secreted& glycoprotein& that& is& prominently& expressed& during& vertebrate&
development.&However,& it&was&also& reported& to&be&significantly&expressed& in&adult&organs.&Our&
lab& has& previously& described& an& immune& modulatory& capacity& of& Dkk3& (Papatriantafyllou,&
Moldenhauer& et& al.& 2012).& Additionally,& results& of& this& thesis& (Chapter& 3.1),& showing& its&





identification& of&Dkk3& expressing& tissues& and& cells.& In& this& transgenic& system,& the& two& reporter&
molecules&CB99&Luciferase&and&mCherry&were&expressed&under&the&regulatory&sequences&of&the&
Dkk3#gene.&In&order&to&have&the&possibility&to&identify&sites&of&Dkk3&expression&via&in#vivo&and&ex#
vivo# bioluminescence& analysis,& CB99& luciferase& was& chosen& as& a& reporter& molecule.& The&










not& reported& in& the& literature& or& detected& in& our& lab& before.& This& finding& could& be& of&
particular& interest,& as& Dkk3,& due& to& its& immune& modulatory& functions& (Papatriantafyllou,&





published& very& recently,& in& a& subset& of& γδ& T& cells.& This& study& revealed& Dkk3& expression& in&
DISCUSSION&& 99&
&
CD27&negative&γδ&T& cells& in& contrast& to&CD27+&γδ&T& cells&or& common&αβ&T&cells& (Schmolka,&
Serre&et&al.&2013)&However,& the& frequency&of&cells&of& these&particular& subtypes& is&probably&
too& low& to& generate& a& prominent& luciferase& signal.& Furthermore,& the& luciferase& expression&
pattern& in& the&heart& illustrates& the& capacity& of& the&Dkk3NLch&mouse& to& specifically& indicate&
sites&of&dkk3&expression.& It&was& shown& that,& in& the&heart,&Dkk3& is&exclusively&expressed&by&
specific&cells&in&the&atrium&but&not&in&the&ventricle&(Krupnik,&Sharp&et&al.&1999).&In&Dkk3NLCh&
mice,& luciferase&could&precisely&reproduce&this&specific&expression&pattern.&Finally,&qRTNPCR&
analysis& comparing& Dkk3& and& luciferase& mRNA& expression,& revealed& similar& relative&
expression& levels&of&both&genes& in& respective&organs.& In& summary,& luciferase&expression& in&
Dkk3NLCh&mice&seems&to&reflect&natural&Dkk3&expression.&
Expression& analysis& of& the& second& reporter& molecule& in& Dkk3NLCh& mice,& mCherry,& was&
accomplished&by& fluorescence&microscopy.&Most&considerable&mCherry&expression& in&E14.5&
Dkk3NLCh&embryos&was&found&in&elongated&cells&spanning&the&entire&thickness&of&the&retina,&
referred& to& as& Müller& glial& cells.& According& to& the& literature,& these& cells& are& strong& Dkk3&
expressers&(Nakamura,&Hunter&et&al.&2007).&&It&is&of&importance&to&mention,&that&the&mCherry&
fluorescence&signal&by&itself&was&not&detectable&and&had&to&be&potentiated&by&fluorochromeN











By& using& this& tool,& we& found& that& Dkk3& expression& in& the& neonate& is&much& higher& than& in&
adulthood.& In& virtually& all& organs& of& neonatal& Dkk3NLCh& mice,& reporter& expression& was&
strongly&increased&compared&to&adult&controls.&&Measurement&of&systemic&Dkk3&in&the&serum&











The& early& expression& of& Dkk3& suggests& a& role& in& developmental& processes,& as& it& was&
postulated&before,&due& to& its&expression&pattern& in& the&embryo& (Monaghan,&Kioschis&et&al.&
1999).& This& hypothesis& is& supported& by& studies& considering& a& WntNpathway& modulating&
activity&of&Dkk3,&as&WntNsignaling& is&essential& for&embryonic&development& (van&Amerongen&
and&Nusse&2009).&However,&in&contrast&to&its&family&member&Dkk1&no&functional&evidence&of&
a&pivotal&role&of&Dkk3&in&developmental&processes&exists&so&far.&While&homozygous&deletion&









Our& interest& was& focused& on& the& role& of& tissue& derived& Dkk3& in& inflammatory& responses.&
Therefore,&we& investigated& if&and&how& its&expression& is& influenced&by&cytokines&and&how& it&
changes& under& inflammatory& conditions.& Our& data& revealed& that& in# vitro,& TNFα,& ILN1ß& and&
retinoic&acid&reduced&Dkk3&expression,&whereas&ILN4&slightly,&and&IFNγ&strongly&upNregulated&
its&expression& in&primary&dermal&fibroblasts.& In&contrast&to&our&results,&TNFα&was&shown&to&
induce& Dkk3& expression& in& vitro& in& human& endothelial& colony& forming& cells& capacity& (ECFC)&
(Untergasser,& Steurer& et& al.& 2008)& and& human& mesenchymal& stem& cells& (Lee,& Yoon& et& al.&
2012).&This&discrepancy&may&be&explained&by&the&different&species&and&cell&types&that&were&
analysed,& since& other& function& of& Dkk3,& like& for& example,& the& capacity& to& act& as& tumour&
suppressor,&was& shown& to& be& dependent& on& the& tumour& cell& line& that&was& studied.&While&
Dkk3&was&reported&to&block&proliferation&and&to&induce&apoptosis&in&several&tumour&cells&like&













inflammation& like& ILN1&and&TNFα&repressed&Dkk3&expression,&while& later&cytokines& like& IFNγ&
and& ILN4& induce& its&production.&One&could& speculate& that&during& the& induction&phase&of&an&
immune& response& the& expression& of& the& antiNinflammatory& molecule& Dkk3& is&
counterproductive&and&therefore&repressed.&However,&after&resolution&of&the&primary&insult,&





vivo.#αNgalactosylceramide& induced& IFNγ&was&able& to&elevate& systemic&Dkk3& levels& in&mice,&&
suggesting& that& the& initially& observed& effects&were&not& only& an& in& vitro& artifact& of& cultured&
dermal&fibroblasts&but&represents&a&more&general&mechanism&in&vivo.&However,&the&source&of&
Dkk3&in&this&approach&remains&unclear.&
In& order& to& study& Dkk3& induction& by& IFNγ& in& a& pathophysiological& situation& we& choose&
experimental& autoimmune& encephalomyelitis& as& disease& model.& There,& as& in& other&
autoimmune&models,&IFNγ&is&known&to&play&a&divergent,&role.&While&being&proNinflammatory&
and& diseaseNpromoting& in& the& early& phase,& it& was& shown& to& exert& an& antiNinflammatory,&
beneficial&function&in&the&later&phases&after&culmination&of&inflammation&(Zhang&2007).&IFNγ&
mediates& its& diseaseNproviding& properties& by& a& variety& of& mechanisms& like& induction& of&
antigen&presentation,&promotion&of&Th1&differentiation&as&well&as&upNregulation&of&adhesion&
molecules& and& a& wide& range& of& proNinflammatory& mediators& (Boehm,& Klamp& et& al.& 1997).&
How&the&antiNinflammatory&part&is&mediated&is&so&far&not&clear.&As&mechanisms,&inhibition&of&
T&cell&expansion,& induction&of&Foxp3&positive&regulatory&cells&and&the&upNregulation&of&antiN
inflammatory& mediators& like& IDO& or& iNOS& were& proposed& (Refaeli,& Van& Parijs& et& al.& 2002,&
Willenborg,& Staykova& et& al.& 2007,& Zhang& 2007).& Additionally,& the& circumstances& that& are&
responsible&for&the&switch&in&IFNγ&function&remain&to&be&elucidated&in&detail.&&
Our& experiments& revealed& IFNγNdependent& upNregulation& of& Dkk3& in& brain& and& spinal& cord&
during& EAE.& Additionally,& we& found& that& IFNγ& induces& Dkk3& expression& in& cultured& dorsal&
route&ganglia,& one&of& the&main& target& cells& in& EAE.&As&we&analyzed&whole&brain& and& spinal&
cord&lysates,&the&respective&cell&types&which&are&responsible&for&elevated&Dkk3&levels&in&vivo&
could&not&be&identified.&Constitutive&Dkk3&expression&in&the&brain&was&localized&in&neurons&of&
hippocampus& and& cortex& (Papatriantafyllou,& 2008).& Therefore,& these& cells& might& also&
represent&the&source&of&additional&Dkk3&during&EAE.&However,&our&in#vitro&experiments&with&













contributing& to& diseases& resolution& by& in& turn& regulating& IFNγ& production& of& T& cells& in& a&




Dkk3& are& already& present& in& the& healthy& brain.& This& finding& raises& the& question,& why& this&




Boichot& et& al.& 2000).& Therefore&one& could& speculate& that&Dkk3&might&only&be& functional& in&
inflammation,&when&postNtranslational&processed,&possibly&by&matrix&metalloproteinases.&
In&summary,&we&revealed&that&Dkk3&is&a&tissueNderived&molecule&that&can&be&induced&by&IFNγ&






Chronic& kidney& diseases,& which& ultimately& lead& to& renal& fibrosis& and& organ& failure,& have&
become&a&major&public&health&problem&on&global&scale.&An& improved&understanding&of& the&













(iii) Dkk3& alters& the& immune& response& in& damaged& kidneys& by& modulating& the&
phenotype&of&infiltrating&T&cells.&
&
Dkk3& deficient&mice& developed& significantly& less& renal& fibrosis& than&wt&mice.& These& effects&
were& observed& in& two& different& mouse& models& of& renal& fibrosis,& differing& in& their& way& of&








healthy& kidneys&per# se,& Dkk3& expression& is& strongly& upNregulated& in& tubular& epithelial& cells&
during& the& course& of& fibrosis.& Accordingly,& the& induction& of& mRNA& expression& of& all& Dkks&
during& UUO& was& reported& (He,& Dai& et& al.& 2009).& Thus,& Dkk3& is& expressed& during& kidney&
DISCUSSION&& 105&
&
development& (as& reported& in& Chapter& 3.2)& and& can& be& induced& in& pathological& situation.&
Similar& mechanisms& seem& to& apply& during& development& and& repair.& Numerous& other&
molecules&in&the&kidney,&like&for&example&Midkine,&a&retinoic&acid&responsive&gene&coding&for&
a& heparinNbinding& growth& factor,& show& a& similar& expression& course.& Midkine& is& expressed&
during&nephrogenesis&where&it&influences&kidney&development&&(Vilar,&Lalou&et&al.&2002)&and&
is& induced& in& tubular& epithelial& cells& in& pathological& situations& like& diabetic& nephropathy&
where&it&promotes&disease&development&(Kosugi,&Yuzawa&et&al.&2006).&&
Tubular&epithelial&cells&are&known&to&actively&participate&in&the&development&of&renal&fibrosis.&
Beside& numerous& other& functions,& they& are& known& to& influence& immune& responses& in& the&
kidney.&They&modulate&innate&and&adaptive&immunity&by&a&variety&of&mechanisms&including&
secretion& of& cytokines& and& chemokines& upon& stimulation& through& immune& cells& or& danger&
signals&(Nguan&and&Du&2009,&Hato,&ElNAchkar&et&al.&2013).&&In&contrast&to&the&upNregulation&of&
Dkk3& expression& during& EAE,& Dkk3& induction& in& tubular& epithelial& cells& was& not& IFNγ&
dependent.&Thus,&IFNγ&is&not&the&only&potent&inducer&of&Dkk3&expression.&Signals&responsible&
for& Dkk3& induction& upon& stress& in& the& kidney& need& to& be& identified& in& future.& As& already&
discussed&in&the&context&of&EAE,&it&is&not&clear&yet&whether&only&Dkk3&induced&in&the&kidney&or&
high& amounts& in& serum& or& both& influence& fibrosis& development.& This& question& could& be&
answered&by&the&use&of&a&conditional&Dkk3&knock&out&mouse,&in&which&the&Dkk3#gene&is&only&
disrupted&in&kidney.&&
So& far,& fibrosis& outcome& in& the& kidney& was& correlated& with& the& strength& of& inflammation&
within&the&organ.&Surprisingly,&although&Dkk3&deficiency&led&to&a&better&fibrosis&outcome&we&
observed& increased& inflammation,& indicated& by& higher& cytokine& levels& and& a& strongly&
enhanced&T&cell&infiltration&in&kidneys&of&these&mice.&This&is,&at&least&to&our&knowledge,&one&of&
the& first& examples& combining& stronger& inflammation& with& improved& outcome& of& renal&
fibrosis.& However,& not& only& increased& T& cell& infiltration& but& also& an& altered& phenotype& of&
kidney& infiltrating&CD4+&T&cells&was&observed& in&Dkk3&deficient&mice.& Increased&numbers&of&
IFNγ&and&TNFα&producing&CD4+&T&cells,&which&are&considered&to&be&Th1&cells,&and&decreased&
levels&of&GATA3&positive,&Th2&cells,&were&detected.&In&addition,&proportions&of&Foxp3+&CD25+&

















kidneys&were&almost&absent& in&respective&spleens,& indicating&rather&a& local&then&a&systemic&
effect&of&Dkk3.&Small&differences& in&spleens&were&possibly&due&to& lymphocyte&reNcirculation&
from&kidneys.&&&
Interestingly,& T& cell& phenotype& of& Dkk3& deficient& mice& in& kidney& inflammation& and& EAE&
(Papatriantafyllou,& 2008)& are& very& similar.& In& both& cases,& stronger& infiltration& into& the&
inflamed& organ& and& increased& numbers& of& IFNγ& producing& CD4+& T& cells& and& Tregs& were&














such&genes& in&CD4+&T&cells& isolated&from&dkk3,/,& fibrotic&kidneys&revealed&a&slight&decreased&
expression& level,& compared& to& wt& controls.& This& reflects& the& T& cell& phenotype& in& Dkk3&
deficient& kidneys,& as& Wnt& signaling,& particularly& TCF1& and& Lef,& was& shown& to& be& Th2&
promoting&(Yu,&Sharma&et&al.&2009)&but&Th1&(Ma,&Wang&et&al.&2012)&and&Treg&repressing&(van&
Loosdregt,&Fleskens&et&al.&2013).&These&results&raise&the&possibility&that&Dkk3&promotes&Th2&












Dkk3& in& γδ& T& cell& differentiation& (Schmolka,& Serre& et& al.& 2013).& These& results& support& the&
hypothesis& that& Dkk3& positively& interferes& with& Wnt& signaling& in& T& cells& and& therefore&
modulates&their&linage&commitment.&
Considering& that& depletion& of& the& Dkk3& considerably& improves& fibrosis& outcome,& one&may&
regard&Dkk3&as&an&interesting&target&for&therapy.&According&to&our&data,&Dkk3&depletion&leads&
to&a&shift&in&T&cell&polarization&and&therefore&to&an&improved&fibrosis&outcome.&The&strategy&





whole& immune& system& with& steroids.& Unfavorable& side& effects& of& such& a& steroid& therapy&
would& be& omitted.& For& example& increased& susceptibility& of& infections& caused& by& steroid&
application& (Stanbury& and&Graham&1998)&would& not& apply& due& to& even& increased& levels& of&
Th1&and&cytotoxic&T&cells&upon&Dkk3&depletion.&
However,&one&has&to&take&in&consideration&that&Dkk3&was&reported&to&be&a&tumor&suppressor&











in& different& organs:& Contact& sensitizer& induced& inflammation& in& the& skin,& experimental&
autoimmune& encephalomyelitis& in& the& brain& and& fibrosis& in& the& kidney.& Thus,& Dkk3& upN
regulation&in&the&course&of&inflammation&seems&to&be&a&general&mechanism&operating&in&the&
crosstalk&between&immune&and&tissue&cells.&&
In& line& with& previous& work& of& our& lab& (Papatriantafyllou,& Moldenhauer& et& al.& 2012)&
(Papatriantafyllou,& 2008),& we& observed& an& immune& modulatory& capacity& of& Dkk3& in& our&
experimental& systems.& In& skin,& it& contributed& to& limit& CD4& T& cell& reactivity.& In& brain,& it&was&
shown& to& be& important& for& regulation& of& T& cell& activity& in& the& recovery& phase& of& EAE&
(Papatriantafyllou,& 2008)& and& in& kidney& Dkk3& facilitated& development& of& fibrosis& by&
modulation&of&the&T&cell&response.&In&these&systems,&Dkk3&deficient&mice&revealed&a&similar&
phenotype& characterized& by& increased& inflammation& and& T& cell& polarization& towards& a& Th1&
phenotype.& Thus,& it& appears& that& Dkk3& is& involved& in& limiting& T& cell& reactivity& and& in&





to& be& clarified&whether& Dkk3& indeed& interferes& with&Wnt& signalling& in& T& cells.& The& precise&
mechanism& of& such& a& Dkk3& N& target& cell& interaction& remains& to& be& elucidated.&Whether& it&
binds& to& surface& receptors&or& is& taken&up&by& target&cells& in&order& to&act& intracellularly& is&of&
importance& in& this& regard.& Moreover,& it& would& be& interesting& to& analyse& the& influence& of&
other& Dkk& family& members& or& Wnt& pathway& modulating& molecules& on& inflammatory&
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